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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade,major advanceshave occurred in both understandingand practice with regard to engineeringtreatment of
seismicsoil liquefaction and assessmentof seismicsite response.Seismicsoil liquefactionengineeringhas evolved into a sub-field in
its own right, and assessmentand treatmentof site effects affecting seismic site responsehas gone from a topic of controversyto a
mainstreamissueaddressedin most modem building codesand addressedin both researchand practice. This rapid evolution in the
treatmentof both liquefaction and site responseissueshas beenpushedby a confluenceof lessonsand data provided by a seriesof
earthquakesover the past elevenyears, as well as by the researchand professional/politicalwill engenderedby thesemajor seismic
events. Although the rate of progresshasbeenlaudable,further advancesare occurring,and moreremainsto be done. As we entera
“new millenium”, engineersare increasinglywell able to deal with important aspectsof thesetwo seismic problem areas. This paper
will highlight a few major recent and ongoing developmentsin eachof thesetwo important areasof seismic practice, and will offer
insightsregardingwork/researchin progress,aswell as suggestionsregardingfurther advancesneeded. The first part of the paperwill
addresssoil liquefaction,andthe secondportion will (briefly) addressengineeringassessmentof seismicsite response.
INTRODUCTION
Soil liquefaction is a major cause of damage during
earthquakes.“Modern” engineeringtreatmentof liquefactionrelated issues evolved initially in the wake of the two
devastatingearthquakesof 1964, the 1964 Niigata and 1964
Great Alaska Earthquakes, in which seismically-induced
liquefactionproducedspectacularand devastatingeffects.
Over the nearly four decadesthat have followed, significant
progress has occurred. Initially, this progress was largely
confined to improved ability to assess the likelihood of
initiation (or “triggering”) of liquefaction in clean,sandysoils.
As the years passed,and earthquakescontinued to provide
lessons and data, researchers and practitioners became
increasingly aware of the additional potential problems
associatedwith both silty and gravelly soils, and the issuesof
post-liquefaction strength and stress-deformationbehavior
alsobeganto attract increasedattention.
Today, the areaof “soil liquefaction engineering”is emerging
as a semi-maturefield of practice in its own right. This area
now involves a number of discernable sub-issuesor subtopics, as illustrated schematicallyin Figure 1. As shown in
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Figure 1, the first step in most engineeringtreatmentsof soil
liquefaction continues to be (1) assessmentof “liquefaction
potential”, or the risk of “triggering” (initiation) of
liquefaction. There have been major advanceshere in recent
years,and someof thesewill be discussed.
Once it is determined that occurrence of liquefaction is a
potentially serious risk/hazard, the process next proceedsto
assessmentof the consequencesof the potential liquefaction.
This, now, increasingly involves (2) assessmentof available
post-liquefaction strength and. resulting post-liquefaction
overall stability (of a site, and/or of a structure or other built
facility, etc.). There has been considerable progress in
evaluationof post-liquefactionstrengthsover the past fifteen
years. If post-liquefaction stability is found wanting, then
deformation/displacementpotential is large, and engineered
remediationis typically warranted.
If post-liquefactionoverall stability is not unacceptable,then
attentionis next directedtowards (3) assessmentof anticipated
deformationsand displacements.This is a very “soft” areaof
practice, and much remains to be done here with regard to
developmentand calibration/verification of engineeringtools
and methods. Similarly, relatively little is known regarding

1

1. Assessment

of the likelihood of “triggering”

2. Assessment of post-liquefaction strength and
overall post-liquefaction stability.

Fig. 1: Key Elements of Soil Liquefaction

Engineering

(4) the effects of liquefaction-induced deformations and
displacementson the performance of structures and other
engineeredfacilities, and criteria for “acceptable”performance
arenot well established.
Finally, in cases in which the engineer(s) conclude that
satisfactoryperformancecannotbe countedon, (5) engineered
mitigation of liquefaction risk is generally warranted. This,
too, is a rapidly evolving area, and one rife with potential
controversy. Ongoing evolution of new methods for
mitigation of liquefaction hazardprovides an ever increasing
suite of engineeringoptions, but the efficacy and reliability of
some of these remain contentious, and accurateand reliable
engineeringanalysisof the improvedperformanceprovidedby
many of thesemitigation techniquescontinuesto be difficult.
It is not possible, within the confines of this paper, to fully
addressall of these issues (a textbook would be required!)
Instead,a number of important recent/ongoingadvanceswill
be highlighted, and resultant issuesand areasof controversy,
as well as areasin urgent need of further advanceseither in
practiceor understanding,will be noted.
ASSESSMENTOF LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL
Liquefiablesoils:
The first step in engineeringassessmentof the potential for
“triggering” or initiation of soil liquefaction is the
determination of whether or not soils of “potentially
liquefiable nature” are presentat a site. This, in turn, raises
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the important question regarding which types of soils are
potentially vulnerableto soil liquefaction.
It has long beenrecognizedthat relatively “clean” sandysoils,
with few fines, are potentially vulnerable to seismicallyinduced liquefaction. There has, however, been significant
controversyand confusionregardingthe liquefaction potential
of silty soils (and silty/clayey soils), and also of coarser,
gravelly soils androckfills.
Coarser,gravelly soils are the easierof the two to discuss,so
we will begin there. The cyclic behavior of coarse,gravelly
soils differs little from that of “sandy” soils, as Nature has
little or no respectfor the arbitrary criteria establishedby the
standard #4 sieve. Coarse, gravelly soils m potentially
vulnerableto cyclic pore pressuregenerationand liquefaction.
There are now a number of well-documentedfield casesof
liquefaction of coarse, gravelly soils (e.g.: Evans, 1987;
Harder, 1988; Hynes, 1988; At&us, 1994). These soils do,
however, oRen differ in behavior from their finer, sandy
brethren in two ways: (1) they can be much more pervious,
and so can often rapidly dissipate cyclically generatedpore
pressures,and (2) dueto the massof their larger particles,the
coarsegravelIy soils are seldom depositedgently and so do
not often occur in the very loosestatesmore often encountered
with finer sandysoils. Sandysoils can be very loose to very
dense,while the very loose state is uncommon in gravelly
depositsandcoarsersoils.
The apparentdrainageadvantagesof coarse,gravelly soils can
be defeated if their drainage potential is circumvented by
either; (1) their being surroundedand encapsulatedby finer,
less pervious materials, (2) if drainageis internally impeded
by the presenceof finer soils in the void spacesbetweenthe
coarserparticles (it should be noted that the D10particle size,
not the mean or DsOsize, most closely correlateswith the
permeability of a broadly gradedsoil mix), or (3) if the layer
or stratum of coarse soil is of large dimension, so that the
distanceover which drainagemust occur (rapidly) during an
earthquakeis large. In thesecases,the coarsesoils should be
consideredto be of potentially liquefiable type, and shouldbe
evaluatedaccordingly.
Questions regarding the potential liquefiability of finer,
“cohesive” soils (especially “silts”) are increasingly common
at meetingsandprofessionalshort coursesand seminars. Over
the past five years, a group of approximately two dozen
leading experts has been attempting to achieve concensus
regarding a number of issues involved in the assessmentof
liquefactionpotential. This group, referredto hereafteras the
NCEER Working Group, have published many of their
consensusfindings (or at least near-consensus
findings) in the
NSF-sponsoredworkshop summary paper (NCEER, 1997),
and additional views are coming in a secondpaper scheduled
for publication this year in the ASCE Journalof Geotechnical
and GeoenvironmentalEngineering(Youd et al., 2001). The
NCEER Working Group addressedthis issue, and it was
agreed that there was a need to reexamine the “Modified
ChineseCriteria” (Finn et al., 1994) for defining the types of
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1.

PercentFinerthan0.005mm

2 15%

2.

LiquidLimit (LL)

5 35%

3.

WaterContent

2 0.9x LL

Natural Water Content,

W, (%)

Fig. 2: Modified Chinese Criteria (After Finn et al., 1994)

tine “cohesive” soils potentially vulnerableto liquefaction,but
no improved concensusposition could be reached,and more
study was warranted.
Some of the confusion here is related to the definition of
liquefaction. In this paper, the term “liquefaction” will refer
to significant loss of strengthand stiffness due to CJC& pore
pressure generation, in contrast to “sensitivity” or loss of
strength due to monotonic shearing and/or remolding. By
making these distinctions, we are able to separatelydiscuss
“classical” cyclically-induced liquefaction and the closelyrelated (but different) phenomenon of strain-softening or
sensitivity.

This is a step forward, as it somewhatsimplifies the previous
“Modified Chinese”criteria, and transposesit into terms more
familiar to U.S practitioners. We note, however,that thereis a
common lapse in engineeringpractice inasmuchas engineers
often tend to becomedistractedby the presenceof potentially
liquefiable soils, and then often neglect cohesivesoils (clays
and plastic silts) that are highly “sensitive” and vulnerableto
major loss of strengthif shearedor remolded. Thesetypes of
“sensitive” soils often co-exist with potentially liquefiable
soils, andcanbe similarly dangerousin their own right.
Both experimentalresearchand review of liquefaction field
case histories show that for soils with sufficient “fines”
(particles finer than 0.074 mm, or passing a #200 sieve) to
separatethe coarser (larger than 0.074 mm) particles, the
characteristicsof the fines control the potential for cyclicallyinduced liquefaction. This separationof the coarserparticles
typically occurs as the fines content exceedsabout 12% to
30%, with the precise fines content required being dependent
principally on the overall soil gradation and the characterof
the fines. Well-graded soils have lesser void ratios than
uniformly-graded or gap-gradedsoils, and so require lesser
tines contentsto separatethe coarserparticles. Similarly, clay
fines carry higher void ratios than silty particles and so are
more rapidly effective at over-filling the void spaceavailable
betweenthe coarser(largerthan 0.074mm)particles.
In soils wherein the fines content is sufficient as to separate
the coarserparticles and control behavior, cyclically-induced
soil liquefaction appearsto occur primarily in soils where
these fines are either non-plastic or are low plasticity silts
and/or silty clays (PI < 10 to 12%). In fact, low plasticity or
non-plastic silts and silty sands can be among the most
dangerousof liquefiable soils, as they not only can cyclically
Liquid Limit’ < 32

Figure 2 illustrates the “Modified Chinese Criteria” for
defining potentially liquefiable soils. According to these
criteria, soils are consideredto be of potentially liquefiable
type and characterif: (1) there are less than 15% “clay” fines
(basedon the Chinesedefinition of “clay” sizes as less than
0.005 mm), (2) there is a Liquid Limit of LL I 35%, and (3)
there is a current in situ water content greaterthan or equalto
90% of the Liquid Limit.
Andrews and Martin (2000) havere-evaluatedthe liquefaction
field case histories from the databaseof Seed et al. (1984,
1985),andhavetransposedthe ‘“Modified ChineseCriteria” to
U.S. conventions(with clay sizes defined as those less than
about 0.002 mm), Their fmdings are largely summarizedin
Figure 3. Andrews and Martin recommendthat soils with less
than about 10% clay fines (< 0.002 mm) and a Liquid Limit
(LL) in the minus #40 sieve fi-action of less than 32% be
consideredpotentially liquefiable, that soils with more than
about 10% clay fines and LL 2 32% are unlikely to be
susceptibleto classic cyclically-induced liquefaction, and that
soils intermediatebetween these criteria should be sampled
and tested to assess whether or not they are potentially
liquefiable.
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Clay Content2
< 10%

Susceptible

Liquid Limit 2 32
Further Studies
Required
(Considering
plastic non-clay
sizedgrains such as Mica)

Clay Content’
2 10%

Further Studies
Required

Not Susceptible

(Consideringnonplastic clay sized
grains - such as
mine and quarry
tailing!)
lotes:
1. Liquid limit determinedby Casagrande-type
percussion
apparatus.
2. Clay definedas grainsfiner than 0.002mm.
Fig. 3: Liquefaction Susceptibility of Silty and Clayey
Sands (after Andrews and Martin, 2000)
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liquefy; they also “hold their water” well and dissipateexcess
pore pressuresslowly dueto their low permeabilities.
Soils with more than about 15% fines, and with fines of
“moderate”plasticity (8% i PI < 15%), fall into an uncertain
range. Thesetypes of soils are usually amenableto reasonably
“undisturbed” (e.g.: thin-walled, or better) sampling,however,
and so can be tested in the laboratory. It should be
rememberedto check for “sensitivity” of thesecohesivesoils
aswell as for potential cyclic liquefiability.
The criteria of this section do not fully cover all types of
liquefiable soils. As an example, a well-studied clayey sand
(SC) at a site in the southeasternU.S. has beenclearly shown
to be potentially susceptibleto cyclic liquefaction, despite a
clay contenton the order of 15 %, and a Plasticity Index of up
to 30% (Riemer et al., 1993). This is a highly unusual
material, however, as it is an ancient sandthat has weathered
in place,with the clay largely coatingthe individual weathered
grains, and the overall soil is unusually “loose”. Exceptions
must be anticipated, and judgement will continue to be
necessary in evaluating whether or not specific soils are
potentially liquefiable.
Two additional conditions necessary for potential
liquefiability are: (1) saturation (or at least near-saturation),
and (2) “rapid” (largely “undrained”) loading. It should be
rememberedthat phreatic conditions are variable both with
seasonalfluctuations and irrigation, and that the rapid cyclic
loading induced by seismic excitation representsan ideal
loadingtype.

maturity asto representviable tools for this purpose,andthese
are (1) the Standard Penetration Test (SPT), (2) the cone
penetrationtest (CPT), (3) measurementof in-situ shearwave
velocity (V,), and (4) the Becker penetrationtest (BPT). The
oldest, and still the most widely usedof these,is the SPT, and
this will be the focus of the next sectionof this paper.
Existing SPT-BasedCorrelations:
The use of SPT as a tool for evaluation of liquefaction
potential first began to evolve in the wake of a pair of
devastatingearthquakesthat occurredin 1964;the 1964Great
Alaskan Earthquake (M = S+) and the 1964 Niigata
Earthquake(M c 7.5). both of which produced significant
liquefaction-related damage (e.g.: Kishida, 1966; Koizumi,
1966; Ohsaki, 1966; Seed and Idriss, 1971). Numerous
additional researchershave made subsequentprogress, and
thesetypes of SPT-basedmethodscontinueto evolve today.
As discussedby the NCEER Working Group (NCEER, 1997;
Youd et al., 2001), one of the most widely acceptedand used
SPT-based correlations is the “deterministic” relationship
proposedby Seed,et al. (1984, 1985). Figure 4 shows this
0. 6r

Pkent Fines = 35
0
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Assessmentof Triggering Potential:
0!4 -

Quantitative assessmentof the likelihood of “triggering” or
initiation of liquefaction is the necessaryfirst step for most
projects involving potential seismically-inducedliquefaction.
There are two generaltypes of approachesavailable for this:
(1) use of laboratorytesting of “undisturbed” samples,and (2)
useof empirical relationshipsbasedon correlationof observed
field behaviorwith various in-situ “index” tests.
The use of laboratory testing is complicated by difficulties
associatedwith sampledisturbanceduring both sampling and
reconsolidation. It is also difficult and expensiveto perform
high-quality cyclic simple shear testing, and cyclic triaxial
testing poorly representsthe loading conditions of principal
interestfor most seismicproblems. Both setsof problemscan
be ameliorated,to someextent, by use of appropriate“frozen”
samplingtechniques,and subsequenttesting in a high quality
cyclic simple shear or torsional shear apparatus. The
difficulty and cost of these delicate techniques, however,
places their use beyond the budget and scope of most
engineeringstudies.
Accordingly, the use of in-situ “index” testing is the dominant
approachin common engineeringpractice. As summarizedin
the recentstate-of-the-artpaper(Youd et al., 1997,2001),four
in-situ test methods have now reached a level of sufficient
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Fig. 4: Correlation Between Equivalent Uniform Cyclic
Stress Ratio and SPT Nl,G,,-Value for Events of
Mwz7.5 for Varying Fines Contents,
Magnitude
With Adjustments at Low Cyclic Stress Ratio as
Recommended by NCEER Working Group
(Modified from Seed, et al., 1986)
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relationship, with minor modification at low CSR (as
recommendedby the NCEER Working Group; NCEER,
1997). This familiar relationship is based on comparison
between SPT N-values, corrected for both effective
overburden stress and energy, equipment and procedural
factors affecting SPT testing (to Ni,c,,-values)vs. intensity of
cyclic loading, expressedas magnitude-weightedequivalent
uniform cyclic stressratio (CSR,). The relationshipbetween
corrected Nl,~O-valuesand the intensity of cyclic loading
required to trigger liquefaction is also a function of fines
contentin this relationship,as shown in Figure4.
Although widely used in practice, this relationship is dated,
and does not make use of an increasing body of field case
history data from seismic events that have occurred since
1984. It is particularly lacking in data from caseswherein
peak ground shaking levels were high (CSR > 0.25), an
increasingly common design range in regions of high
seismicity. This correlation also has no formal probabilistic
basis, and so provides no insight regardingeither uncertainty
or probability of liquefaction.
Efforts at development of similar, but formally
probabilistically-based,correlationshave beenpublishedby a
numberof researchers,including Liao et al. (1988, 1998),and
more recently Youd and Noble (1997) and Toprak et al.
(1999). Figures 5(a) through (c) shows these relationships,
expressed as contours of probability of triggering of
liquefaction, with the deterministic relationship of Seedet al.
from Figure 4 superimposed(dashedlines) for reference. In
each of the figures on this page, contours of probability of
triggering or initiation of liquefaction for PL = 5, 20, 50, 80
and 95% are shown.
The probabilistic relationshipproposedby Liao et al. employs
a larger numberof casehistory datapoints than were usedby
Seedet al. (1984), but this larger number of data points is the
result of lessseverescreeningof points for dataquality, andso
includes a number of low quality data. This relationship was
developedusing the maximum likelihood estimation method
for probabilistic regression (binary regression of logistic
models). The way the likelihood function was formulateddid
not permit separate treatment of aleatory and epistemic
sourcesof uncertainty, and so overstatesthe overall variance
or uncertainty of the proposed correlation. This can lead to
large levels of over-conservatismat low levels of probability
of liquefaction.An additional shortcomingwas that Liao et al.
sought,but failed to find, a significant impact of tines content
on the regressed relationship between SPT penetration
resistance and liquefaction resistance, and so developed
reliable curves(Figure 5(a)) only for sandysoils with lessthan
12% fmes.
The relationship proposed by Youd and Noble employs a
number of field case history data points from earthquakes
which have occurred since the earlier relationships were
developed,and excludes the most questionableof the data
used by Liao et al. The basic methodology employed,
maximum likelihood estimation,is the same,however,and as
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a result this correlation continues to overstate the overall
uncertainty. The effects of fines content were judgmentally
prescribed,a priori, in these relationships, and so were not
developed as part of the regression. This correlation is
applicableto soils of variable fines contents, and so can be
employedfor both sandyand silty soils. As shown in Figure
5(b), however,uncertainty(or variance)is high.
The relationship proposedby Toprak et al. also employs an
enlargedand updatedfield casehistory database,and deletes
the most questionableof the data usedby Liao et al. As with
the studiesof Youd et al., the basic regressiontool was binary
regression,and the resulting overall uncertainty is again very
large. Similarly, fines corrections and magnitude correlated
durationweighting factors were prescribeda priori, ratherthan
regressedfrom the field casehistory data, further decreasing
model “fit” (and increasingvarianceand uncertainty).
Overall, these four prior relationshipspresentedin Figures 4
and 5(a) through (c) are all excellent efforts, and are among
the best of their types. It is proposedthat more can now be
achieved, however, using more powerful and flexible
probabilistictools, andtaking fullest possibleadvantageof the
currently available field casehistories and current knowledge
affectingthe processingandinterpretationof these.
Proposed New SPT-Based Correlations:

This section presentsnew correlations for assessmentof the
likelihood of initiation (or “triggering”) of soil liquefaction
(Cetin, et al., 2000; Seedet al., 2001). Thesenew correlations
eliminate severalsourcesof bias intrinsic to previous, similar
correlations,and provide greatly reduced overall uncertainty
and variance. Figure 5(d) shows the new correlation, with
contoursof probability of liquefaction againplotted for PL= 5,
20, 50, 80 and95%, andplotted to the samescaleasthe earlier
correlations. As shown in this figure, the new correlation
provides greatly reduced overall uncertainty. Indeed, the
uncertainty is now sufficiently reduced that the principal
uncertainty now resides where it belongs; in the engineer’s
ability to assesssuitable CSR and representativeN1,60values
for designcases.
Key elementsin the developmentof this new correlationwere:
(1) accumulationof a significantly expandeddatabaseof field
performancecase histories, (2) use of improved knowledge
and understandingof factors affecting interpretation of SPT
data, (3) incorporation of improved understandingof factors
affecting site-specific ground motions (including directivity
effects, site-specific response, etc.), (4) use of improved
methods for assessmentof in-situ cyclic shear stress ratio
(CSR), (5) screening of field data case histories on a
quality/uncertainty basis, and (6) use of higher-order
probabilistic tools (Bayesian Updating). These Bayesian
methods(a) allowed for simultaneoususe of more descriptive
variables than most prior studies, and (b) allowed for
appropriate treatment of various contributing sources of
aleatoryand epistemicuncertainty. The resulting relationships
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Best Available Probabilistic Correlations for Evaluation of Liquefaction Potential
(All Plotted for M,y=7.5,0V’= 1300psf, and Fines Content < 5%)
not only provide greatly reduceduncertainty,they also help to
resolve a number of corollary issues that have long been
difficult and controversial,including: (1) magnitude-correlated
duration weighting factors, (2) adjustmentsfor tines content,
and (3) correctionsfor effective overburdenstress.
As a starting point, all of the field casehistories employedin
the correlationsshown in Figures 4 and .5(a)through (c) were
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obtained and studied. Additional caseswere also obtained,
including several proprietary data sets.
Eventually,
approximately450 liquefaction (and “non-liquefaction”) field
casehistorieswere evaluatedin detail. A formal rating system
was establishedfor rating these casehistories on the basis of
data quality and uncertainty, and standardswere established
for inclusion of field cases in the final data set used to
establishthe new correlations. In the end, 201 of the field
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case histories were judged to meet these new and higher
standards,and were employedin the final developmentof the
proposednew correlations.
A significant improvement over previous efforts was the
improved evaluationof peak horizontal ground accelerationat
each earthquakefield case history site. Specific details are
provided by Cetin et al. (2001). Significant improvements
here were principally due to improved understandingand
treatmentof issuessuch as (a) directivity effects, (b) effects of
site conditions on response, (c) improved attenuation
relationships, and (d) availability of strong motion records
from recent (and well-instrumented) major earthquakes. In
these studies,peak horizontal ground acceleration(a,,& was
taken as the geometric mean of two recorded orthogonal
horizontal components. Whenever possible, attenuation
relationshipswere calibrated on an earthquake-specificbasis,
based on local strong ground motion records, significantly
reducing uncertainties. For all cases wherein sufficiently
detailed data and suitable nearby recorded ground motions
were available, site-specific site response analyses were
performed. In all cases,both local site effects and rnpturemechanism-dependent
potential directivity effects were also
considered.
A secondmajor improvementwas better estimationof in-situ
CSR within the critical stratum for each of the field case
histories. All of the previous studiesdescribedso far usedthe
“simplified” method of Seed and Idriss (1971) to estimate
CSR at depth(within the critical soil stratum)as

40 iE
5 50it
-a
60.

80.

IOOL
0
rd

10 t
20:

(Eq.1)
where
amax= the peakhorizontal groundsurfaceacceleration,
g = the accelerationof gravity,
0” = total vertical stress,
I
ov = effective vertical stress,and
rd = the nonlinearshearmassparticipation factor.
The original rd valuesproposedby Seedand Idriss (1971) are
shownby the heavy lines in Figure 6(a). Theseare the values
used in the previous studiesby Seedet al. (1984), Liao et al.
(1988, 1998),Youd et al. (1997), and Toprak et al. (1999).
Recognition that rd is nonlinearly dependentupon a suite of
factors led to studies by Cetin and Seed (2000) to develop
improvedcorrelationsfor estimationof rd. The numerouslight
gray lines in Figures 6(a) and (b) show the results of 2,153
seismic site response analyses performed to assess the
variation of rd over ranges of (1) site conditions, and (2)
ground motion excitation characteristics.The mean and ~1
standarddeviation values for these2,153 analysesare shown
by the heavy lines in Figure 6(b). As shown in Figures 6(a)
and (b), the earlier rd proposal of Seed and Idriss (1971)
understatesthe variance,and provides biased(generallyhigh)
estimatesof rd at depthsof between10 and 50 feet (3 to 15m.)
Unfortunately, it is in this depth range that the critical
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Cases Analyzed (After Cetin and Seed, 2000).

cl < 65 ft:

I+
Id(d,Mw,amw,Vs*,4~)=

[

l-t-

-23.013-2.949.a,,
16 258+o

+0.999.M,

+O.O16J&,~

201 ,0.104~(-d+0.0785A'~,~o~+24.888)
.
.

-23.013-2.949.a,,

+0.999.M,

*

1ko

+0.016.Vs,40f

16 758+o 201 e0.104~(0.0785A',:,,.+24.888)
..
.

’ rd

(Eq
2)

1

d 2 65 ft:

I+
rd(d,Mw,alnax,t,40~)=

I

-23.013-2.949.a,,

+0.999.M,

+0.016.Vs:40

16~258+0~20~~e0.104~(-65+0.0785A'~,~,,~+24,8SS)

1 -O.O014.(d-65)&o,,
-23.013-2.949.a,,
+0.999.M, +0.016.Vs:40c
l+
16 258+o ,,ol eO.104~(0.0785J&,,~+24.888)
.u .
[

where

oErd(d) = do.85o. 0.0072 [for d < 40 fi], and
soil strata for most of the important liquefaction (and nonliquefaction) earthquakefield case histories occur. This, in
turn, creates some degree of corresponding bias in
relationshipsdevelopedon this basis.
Cetin and Seed(2000, 2001) proposea new, empirical basis
for estimationof rd as a function of; (1) depth, (2) earthquake
magnitude,(3) intensity of shaking, and (4) site stiftiess (as
expressedin Equation2).

I

crErd(d) = 40°.850.0.0072 [for d 2 40 ft]
unbiasedcorrelationof Equation2, thereis no intrinsic a priori
bias associatedwith either approach.
In thesenew correlations,in-situ cyclic stressratio (CSR) is
taken as the “equivalent uniform CSR” equal to 65% of the
single (one-time)peakCSR (from Equation 1) as

CSR,, = (0.65) - CSR,,,

@q. 3)

Figure 7 shows the values of rd from the 2,153 site response
analysesperformedaspart of thesestudiessub-dividedinto 12
“bins” as a function of peak groundsurfaceacceleration(amaX),
site stiffhess (Vs,40ft),earthquakemagnitude (M,J, and depth
(d). [VS,40A
is the “average” shearwave velocity over the top
40 feet of a site (in units of ft./set.), taken as 40 feet divided
by the shear wave travel time in traversing this 40 feet.]
Superimposedon each figure are the mean and + 1 standard
deviationvaluescentralto each“bin” from Equation2. Either
Equation2, or Figure 7, can be used to derive improved (and
statistically unbiased)estimatesof rd.

In-situ CS&, was evaluateddirectly, basedon performanceof
full seismic site responseanalyses(using SHAKE 90; Idriss
and Sun, 1992),for caseswhere (a) sufficient sub-surfacedata
was available,and(b) wheresuitable“input” motions could be
developed from nearby strong ground motion records. For
caseswherein full seismic site responseanalyseswere not
performed,CSK, was evaluatedusing the estimateda,,,, and
Equations1 and 2. In addition to the best estimatesof CS&,,
the variance or uncertainty of these estimates (due to all
contributing sourcesof uncertainty) was also assessed(Cetin
et al., 2001).

It is noted, however, that in-situ CSR (and rd) can “jump” or
transition irregularly within a specific soil profile, especially
near sharp transitions between “soft” and “stiff’ strata, and
that CSR (and rd) are also a function of the interactionbetween
a site and each specific excitation motion. Accordingly, the
best means of estimation of in-situ CSR within any given
stratum is to directly calculate CSR by meansof appropriate
site-specific, and event-specific, seismic site response
analyses,when this is feasible. As the new correlationswere
developedusing both directly-calculatedrd values (from site
responseanalyses)as well as rd values from the statistically

At eachcasehistory site, the critical stratumwas identified as
the stratum most susceptible to triggering of liquefaction.
When possible, collected surface boil materials were also
considered, but problems associated with mixing and
segregationduring transport,and recognition that liquefaction
of underlying stratacan result in transportof overlying soils to
the surfacethrough boils, limited the usefulnessof some of
this data.
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Based

The N,,c,,-valuesemployed were “truncated mean values”
within the critical stratum. MeasuredN-values (from one or
more points) within a critical stratum were corrected for
overburden,energy,equipment,and proceduraleffectsto Ni,~s
values,and were then plotted vs. elevation. In many cases,a
given soil stratum would be found to contain an identifiable
sub-stratum(basedon a group of localized low N1.GO-values)
that was significantly more critical than the rest of the stratum.
In such cases, the ,s&stratum was taken as the “critical
stratum”. Occasional high values, not apparently
representativeof the general characteristics of the critical
stratum, were considered “non-representative” and were
deletedin a numberof the cases. Similarly, though less often,
very low N1,GO
values(very much lower than the apparentmain
body of the stratum, and often associatedwith locally high
fines content) were similarly deleted. The remaining,
corrected N1,60values were then used to evaluate both the
mean of N1,60within the critical stratum, and the variance in
Nwo.
For those cases wherein the critical stratum had only one
single useful N1,ho-value,
the coefficient of variation was taken
as 20%; a value typical of the larger variances among the
caseswith multiple N1,60values within the critical stratum
(reflecting the increaseduncertainty due to lack of data when
only a single value was available).
All N-values were corrected for overburdeneffects (to the
hypothetical value, N,, that “would” have been measuredif
the effective overburdenstress at the depth of the SPT had
been 1 atmosphere)[I atm. = 2,000 lb/ft* = 1 kg/cm2= 14.7
lb/in2 N 101kPa] as
N, =N-C,

0%.4(a))

whereCNis taken (after Liao and Whitman, 1986)as

The correctionsfor Ca, Cs, Ca and Ca employed correspond
largely to thoserecommendedby the NCEER Working Group
(NCEER, 1997).
Table 1 summarizes the correction factors used in these
studies. The correction for “short” rod length between the
driving hammer and the penetratingsampler was taken as a
nonlinear “curve” (Figure 8), rather than the incremental
values of the NCEER Workshop recommendations,but the
two agreewell at all NCEER mid-incrementsof length.
Cs was appliedin caseswherein a “nonstandard”(thoughvery
common) SPT samplerwas used in which the samplerhad an
internal spacefor sample liner rings, but the rings were not
used. This results in an “indented” interior liner annulusof
enlargeddiameter, and reducesfriction between the sample
and the interior of the sampler, resulting in reduced overall
penetration resistance (Seed et al., 1984 and 1985). The
reductionin penetrationresistanceis on the order of -10 % in
loose soils (Nr<lO blow&), and -30 % in very densesoils
@I,>30blows@, so Cs varied from 1.1to 1.3 over this range.
Borehole diametercorrections(Ca) were as recommendedin
the NCEER WorkshopProceedings.
Corrections for hammer energy (C,), which were often
significant, were largely as recommendedby the NCEER
Working Group, except in those cases where better
hammer/system-specificinformation was available. Cases
where better information was available included caseswhere
either direct energy measurementswere made during driving
of the SPT sampler, or where the hammer and the
raising/droppingsystem (and the operator,when appropriate)
had beenreliably calibratedby meansof direct driving energy
measurements.
Within the Bayesianupdatinganalyses,which were performed
using a modified version of the program BUMP (Geyskins

(Eq.4(b))
where rYVis the actual effective overburdenstressat the depth
of the SPT in atmospheres.
IO

The resultingNi valueswere then further correctedfor energy,
equipment,and procedural effects to fully standardizedN1,60
valuesas

E
S
p
2

15

B
K
20

N 1.6,~=N,

‘CR *c, -c,

*c,

0%. 5)
25

where CR= correctionfor “short” rod length,
Cs= correctionfor non-standardizedsampler
configuration,
Ca = correctionfor boreholediameter,and
Ca= correctionfor hammerenergyefficiency.
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Fig. 8: Recommended CR Values (rod length from
point of hammer impact to tip of sampler).
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Table 1: Recommended Corrections for SPT Equipment, Energy and Procedures
CR

(See Fig. 8 for Rod Length Correction Factors)

cs

For samplers with an indented space for interior liners, but with liners omitted
during sampling,
(+1+N1,60

10
CB

(Eq. T-l)

With limits as 1.10 I Cs11.30
Borehole diameter
Correction (CB)
65to 115mm
1.00
150 mm
1.05
200 mm
1.15

CE
CEIE

60%
l

l

l

where ER (efficiency ratio) is the fraction or
percentage of the theoretical SPT impact hammer
(Eq. T-2)
energy actually transmitted to the sampler, expressed as %

The best approach is to directly measure the impact energy transmitted with
each blow. When available, direct energy measurements were employed.
The next best approach is to use a hammer and mechanical hammer release
system that has been previously calibrated based on direct energy
measurements.
Otherwise, ER must be estimated. For good field procedures, equipment and
monitoring, the following guidelines are suggested:
Equipment

Approximate ER (see Note 3)

-Safety Hammer’
-Donut Hammer’
-Donut Hammer2
-Automatic-Trip Hammer
(Donut or Safety Type)
l

0.7 to 1.2
0.5 to 1.0
1.1 to 1.4
0.8 to 1.4

For lesser quality fieldwork (e.g. irregular hammer drop distance, excessive
sliding friction of hammer on rods, wet or worn rope on cathead, etc.) further
judgmental adjustments are needed.

Notes:

Paper No. SPL-2

0.4 to 0.75
0.3 to 0.6
0.7 to 0.85
0.5 to 0.8

CE (see Note 3)

(1) Based on rope and cathead system, two turns of rope around cathead, “normal” release
(not the Japanese “throw”), and rope not wet or excessively worn.
(2) Rope and cathead with special Japanese “throw” release. (See also Note 4.)
(3) For the ranges shown, values roughly central to the mid-third of the range are more
common than outlying values, but ER and Cs 9 be even more highly variable than the
ranges shown if equipment and/or monitoring and procedures are not good.
(4) Common Japanese SPT practice requires additional corrections for borehole diameter
and for frequency of SPT hammer blows. For “typical” Japanesepractice with rope
and cathead, donut hammer, and the Japanese “throw” release, the overall product of
Ca x Cs is typically in the range of 1.Oto 1.3.
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et al., 1993), all field casehistory data were modelednot as
“points”, but rather as distributions, with variances in both
CSR and N1,60 These regression-type analyses were
simultaneouslyapplied to a number of contributing variables,
and the resulting proposed correlations are illustrated in
Figures5(d) and 7 through 12, and are expressedin Equations
6 through 12.
Figure 9(a) shows the proposed probabilistic relationship
between duration-correctedequivalent uniform cyclic stress
ratio (CSR,), and fines-corrected penetration resistances
(N1,60,cs),
with the correlationsas well as all field data shown
normalizedto an effective overburdenstressof o’,, = 0.65 aim.
(1,300 lb/ft2). The contours shown (solid lines) are for
probabilities of liquefaction of PL=5%,20%, 50%, 80%, and
95%. All “data points” shown representmedian values, also
corrected for duration and fines. These are superposed
(dashedlines) with the relationship proposedby Seed et al.
(1984) for reference.
As shown in this figure, the “clean sand” (Fines Content I
5%) line of Seedet al. (1984) appearsto correspondsroughly
to PL-50%. This is ncJ the case,however, as the Seedet al.
(1984) line was basedon biasedvalues of CSR (as a result of
biased rd at shallow depths, as discussedearlier.) The new
correlation uses actual event-specific seismic site response
analysesfor evaluation of in situ CSR in 53 of the backanalyzed case histories, and the new (and statistically
unbiased)empirical eStimatiOn Ofrd (as a function Of kVd Of
shaking,site stiffness,and earthquakemagnitude)aspresented
in Equation 2 and Figure 7 (Cetin and Seed,2000) for the
remaining 148 casehistories. The new (improved) estimates
of in-situ CSR tend to be slightly lower, typically on the order
of - 5 to 15% lower, at the shallow depthsthat are critical in
most of the casehistories. Accordingly, the CSR’s of the new
correlation are also, correspondingly, lower by about 5 to
15%, and a fully direct comparison between the new
correlation and the earlier recommendationsof Seed et al.
(1984) cannotbe made.

PL

80% 20%

%I=75

0.5

4 =I300

psf

5Wn,_ _
V/o
9: ._ -_
P/e

__ Seed et al.,(1984)
_ _ Yoshimi et al. (1994

0.4

0.3
CSR

0.1

0

20
t$60,cs
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Fig. 9(a): Recommended Probabilistic SPT-Based
Liquefaction Triggering Correlation (for M,=7.5
and 0,‘=0.65 atm), and the Relationship for
“Clean Sands” Proposed by Seed et al. (1984)
i&/=7.5

0; =I300

psf

FC >r

0.5

_ _ Seed et al.,
(1984)

i

i

e
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It shouldbe noted that the use of slightly biased(high) values
of rd was not problematic in the earlier correlation of Seedet
al. (1984), so long as the samebiased(rd) basiswas employed
in forward application of this correlation to field engineering
works. It was a slight problem, however, when forward
applicationsinvolved direct, response-based
calculation of insitu CSR, as often occurson major analysesof dams,etc.

CSR

0.1

It was Seed’s intent that the recommended(1984) boundary
should representapproximately a 10 to 15% probability of
liquefaction, and with allowancefor the “shift” in (improved)
evaluation of CSR, the 1984 deterministic relationship for
clean sands(<5% fines) doescorrespondto approximatelyPL
N 10 to 30%, exceptat very high CSR (CSR > 0.3) a rangein
which datawas previously scarce.
Also shown in Figure 9(a) is the boundarycurve proposedby
Yoshimi et al. (1994), basedon high quality cyclic testing of
frozen samplesof alluvial sandysoils. The line of Yoshimi et
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Fig. 9(b): Recommended “Deterministic”
SPT-Based
Liquefaction Triggering Correlation (for M,=7.5
and 0,‘=0.65 atm), with Adjustments for Fines
Content Shown
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al. is arguably unconservatively biased at very low densities
(low N-values) as these loose samples densified during
laboratory thawing and reconsolidation. Their testing provides
potentially valuable insight, however, at high N-values where
reconsolidation densification was not significant. In this range,
the new proposed correlation provides slightly better
agreement with the test data than does the earlier relationship
proposed by Seed et al. (1984).
The new correlation is also presented in Figure 5(d), where it
can be compared directly with the earlier probabilistic
relationships of Figures 5(a) through (c). Here, again, the new
correlation is normalized to o’, = 0.65 atm. in order to be fully
compatible with the basis of the other relationships shown. As
shown in this figure, the new correlation provides a
tremendous reduction in overall uncertainty (or variance).

AcEjustments
for Fines Content:
The new (probabilistic) boundary curve for PL = 20% (again
normalized to an effective overburden stress of crly = 0.65
atm.) represents a suitable basis for illustration of the new
correlation’s repressed correction for the effects of tines
content, as shown in Figure 9(b). In this figure, both the
correlation as well as the mean values (CSR and Ni,& of the
field case history data are shown not corrected for tines (this
time the N-value axis is not corrected for fmes content effects,
so that the (PL=20%) boundary curves are, instead, offset to
account for varying fines content.) In this figure, the earlier
correlation proposed by Seed et al. (1984) is also shown (with
dashed lines) for approximate comparison.
In these current studies, based on the overall (regressed)
correlation, the energy- and procedure- and overburdencorrected N-values (N&
are further corrected for fines
content as
NMO,CS

= N1260 * CFINES

@q.

6)

where the fines correction was “regressed” as a part of the
Bayesian updating analyses. The tines correction is equal to
zero for fines contents of FC 5 5%, and reaches a maximum
(limiting) value for FC 1 35%. As illustrated in Figure 9(b),
the maximum fines correction results in an increase of Nvalues of about +6 blows/& (at FC L 35%, and high CSR).
As illustrated in this figure, this maximum fines correction is
somewhat smaller than the earlier maximum correction of
+9.5 blow&t proposed by Seed et al. (1984).
The regressed relationship for CFmESis

c FINES

=(1+0.004.Fc)+0.05.

lim: FC > 5% and FC I 35%

@q. 7)

where FC = percent tines content (percent by dry weight finer
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than O.O74mm), expressed as an integer (e.g. 15% fines is
expressed as 15), and N1,60is in units of blow&.

Magnitude-CorrelatedDuration Weighting:
Both the probabilistic and “deterministic” (based on PL=20%)
new correlations presented in Figures 9(a) and (b) are based
on the correction of “equivalent uniform cyclic stress ratio”
(CSR,) for duration (or number of equivalent cycles) to
CSRN, representing the equivalent CSR for a duration typical
of an “average” event of Mw = 7.5. This was done by means
of a magnitude-correlated duration weighting factor (DWFb,)
as
CSRN = CSl’&M=7,5 = CSR+, / DWFM

(Eq. 8)

This duration weighting factor has been somewhat
controversial, and has been developed by a variety of different
approaches (using cyclic laboratory testing and/or field case
history data) by a number of investigators. Figure 10(a)
summarizes a number of recommendations, and shows
(shaded zone) the recommendations of the NCEER Working
Group (NCEER, 1997).
In these current studies, this
important and controversial factor could be regressed as a part
of the Bayesian Updating analyses. Moreover, the factor
(DWFM) could also be investigated for possible dependence
on density (correlation with N1,60).Figures IO(a) and (b) show
the resulting values of DWFM, as a function of varying
corrected N,,bo-values. As shown in Figure 10(b), the
dependence on density, or N1,60-values, was found to be
relatively minor.
The duration weighting factors shown in Figures IO(a) and (b)
fall slightly below those recommended by the NCEER
Working group, and slightly above (but very close to) recent
recommendations of Idriss (2000). Idriss’ recommendations
are based on a judgmental combination of interpretation of
high-quality cyclic simple shear laboratory test data and
empirical assessment of “equivalent” numbers of cycles from
recorded strong motion time histories, and are the only other
values shown that account for the cross-correlation of rd with
magnitude. The close agreement of this very different (and
principally laboratory data based) approach, and the careful
(field data based) probabilistic assessments of these current
studies, are strongly mutually supportive.

Adjustmentsfor Effective OverburdenStress:
An additional factor not directly resolved in prior studies
based on field case histories is the increased susceptibility of
soils to cyclic liquefaction, at the same CSR, with increases in
in addition to the
effective overburden stress. This is -~
normalization of N-values for overburden effects as per
Equation 4.
The additional effects of reduction of normalized liquefaction
resistance with increased effective initial overburden stress
(cry,) has been demonstrated by means of laboratory testing,
and this is a manifestation of “critical state” type of behavior
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(soils become less dilatant at increased effective stress).
Figure 13 shows the recommendations of the NCEER
Working Group (Youd et al., 2001) regardingthe correction
factor K, to be usedto correct to the normalizedresistanceto
liquefaction at an initial effective overburdenstressof 1 atm.
(CShplatm) as

‘c

,. PL.,. 5” In +

I,,, t, LHOrhk (I ‘+
\

4

Seed and Idriss (1982)

+

ldriss (2000)

,+
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\
\
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-i-

’

\
\

X

Amgo

(I 966)

m

Andrus and Stokoe (1997)

CSRliq= CSRliq,lattn’
Kc

@q. 9)

Youd and Noble (1977)PL<32
\

Youd and Noble (1977) PL<50

---*

2.5
I
i

2
1.5

These current studies were not very sensitive to K,, as the
rangeof cr’” in the casehistory databasewas largely between
0’” = 600 to 2,600 lb/f?, but it was possibleto “regress”K, as
part of the Bayesianupdating. The resultsare shown in Figure
14, over the rangeof 0’” = 600 to 3,600 lb/f? for which they
are considered valid. Theseare in good agreementwith the
earlier recommendationsof Figure 13, and it is recommended
that K, canbe estimatedas
K, = (0; )f*’

4.5

5.5

6.5

7.5

8.5

MW
Fig.lO(a):

Previous Recommendations for MagnitudeCorrelated Duration Weighting Factor, with
Recommendations from Current Studies

4.5
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8.5
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Fig. 10(b): Recommended Magnitude-Correlated
Duration Weighting Factor as a Function
of Nuo
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(Eq. 10)

where f = 0.6 to 0.8 (as Ni,60,cs
varies from 1 to 40 blow&.)
The field casehistory data of these current studies are not a
sufficient basis for extrapolationof K, to much higher values
of o’“, andthe authorsrecommenduse of Figure 13 for B’” >
2 atm.
The earlier relationshipsproposedby Seedet al. (1984), Liao
et al. (1988, 1998), Youd and Noble (1997) and Toprak
(1999) were all stated to be normalized to an effective
overburdenstressof approximatelyo’” = 1 atm (2,000 lb/f?*).
The correlation of Seed et al. (1984) was never formally
correctedto 0’” = 1 aim., however, as it was noted that the
field case histories of the database were ‘?shallow”, and
approximatelyin this range. The databasewas, however,noJ
centeredat cr’” = latm., but rather at lesseroverburden(Mean
0’” ~1,300 lb/ft*or 0.65 atm), and this proves to render this
earlier relationship slightly unconservative if taken as
normalized to cr’” = 1 atm. (The same is true of all of the
previous relationships discussed.) It should be noted,
however, that this unconservatism is minimized if the
correlationsare appliedat shallow depths.
For correctness,and to avoid ambiguity, both the earlier
relationship of Seed et al. (1984), and the correlations
developed in these current studies, need to be formally
normalizedto CT’”= 1 atm. Accordingly, in these studies,&l
dataare correctedfor K .-effects (by Equations9 and 10); not
just those data for which ‘3’” was greater than 1 atm. A
recommendedlimit is K, 5 1.5 (at very shallow depths.)
Figures 12 and 13 show the proposednew correlations,this
time for o’” =I atm, andthesefigures representthe final, fully
normalizedrecommendedcorrelations.
The overall correlation can be expressedin parts, as in the
previous sections(and Equations6 - 12, and Figures 7 - 12).
It can also be expressedconcisely as a single, composite
relationshipas shownin Equation 11.
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f

N,,,, .(1+0.004.K)-13.32.ln(CSR)29.53.ln(M,,,)-

’

3.7O.ln(o:)

; + 0.05 ’ FC + 44.97
PLWl,602CSR,Ad,,,, o: , FC) = @ 2.70

I

where
PL = the probability of liquefaction in decimals (i.e. 0.3, 0.4, etc.)
@ = the standard cumulative normal distribution. Also the cyclic resistance ratio, CR.R, for a given probability of
liquefaction can be expressed as:

Nl,60. (I + 0.004. FC)- 29.53. I&W,,,)
CJWN,,,,

YCSR,M,,,o:,FC,P,)=

exp L

-3.70.ln(a:)+0.05.

FC+44.97+2.70-a-'(P,) 1
13.32

@l*

12)

where
@‘l(P,J = the inverse of the standard cumulative normal distribution (i.e. mean=O, and standard deviation=l)
note: for spreadsheet purposes, the command in Microsoft Excel for this specific function is “NORMINV(PL,O, I)”
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Fig. 11: Recommended “Deterministic”
SPT-Based
Liquefaction Triggering Correlation (for
M,=7.5 and o,‘=l.O atm) and the Relationship
for “clean sands” Proposed by Seed et al.
(1984)
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Fig. 12: Recommended “Deterministic”
SPT-Based
Liquefaction Triggering Correlation (for
M,=7.5 and o,‘=l.O atm) with Adjustments
for Fines Content Shown.
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be used“in parts” ashasbeenconventionalfor most previous,
similar methods. To do this, measuredN-values must be
correctedto Nl,ho-values,using Equations 3, 4 and 5. The
resulting Nl,eO-values
must then be further correctedfor fines
content to N1,,jO,cs-values,
using Equations 6 and 7 (or Figure
12). Similarly, in situ equivalent uniform cyclic stressratio
(CSK,) must be evaluated,and this must then be adjustedby
the magnitude-correlatedDuration Weighting Factor (DWFb,)
using Equation8 (and Figure 10) as
CSkq,M=7.5
= CSR, / DWFM

The new CSR,++7.5 must then be further adjusted for
effective overburdenstressby the inverseof Equation9, as

\~RTICAL EFFECTIVE STRESS.o,‘(atm IuniL(.e.g. u:>

Fig. 13: Recommended K, Values for ~9, > 2 atm.
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Recommended Use of the New SPT-Based Correlations:

The proposednew probabilistic correlations can be used in
either of two ways. They can be used directly, all at once, as
summarizedin Equations 11 and 12. Alternatively, they can
PaperNo. SPL-2

CSR*

= CS~q,M=7S,lahn

= Cs&,~=7.5

/ I<,

(Eq 14)

The resulting, fully adjustedand normalized values of N1,60,cs
and CSR++7.~,!arm
can then be used,with Figure 11 to assess
probability of Initiation of liquefaction.
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For “deterministic” evaluation of liquefaction resistance,
largely compatible with the intent of the earlier relationship
proposed by Seed et al. (1984) the same steps can be
undertaken(except for the fines adjustment)to assesthe fully
adjusted and normalized CSReq,M=7,5,1atm
values, and
normalized N1,60values, and these can then be used in
conjunction with the recommended “deterministic”
relationshippresentedin Figure 14. The recommendationsof
Figure 14 correspondto the new probabilistic relationships
(for Pi, = 20%), except at very high CSR (CSR > 0.4). At
thesevery high CSR; (a) there is virtually no conclusivefield
data, and (b) the very densesoils (N1,60> 30 blow&?) of the
boundary region are strongly dilatant and have only very
limited post-liquefaction strain potential. Behavior in this
region is thus not conducive to large liquefaction-related
displacements,and the heavy dashedlines shown in the upper
portion of Figure 12 representthe authors’ recommendations
in this region basedon dataavailableat this time.
This section of this paper has presentedthe developmentof
recommended new probabilistic and “deterministic”
relationships for assessmentof likelihood of initiation of
liquefaction. Stochasticmodelsfor assessmentof seismic soil
liquefaction initiation risk have been developed within a
Bayesian framework. In the course of developing the
proposed stochastic models, the relevant uncertainties
including: (a) measurement/estimationerrors, (b) model
imperfection, (c) statistical uncertainty, and (d) those arising
from inherentvariableswere addressed.
The resulting models provide a significantly improved basis
for engineeringassessmentof the likelihood of liquefaction
initiation, relative to previously available models,as shown in
Figure 5(d). The new models presentedand describedin this
paperdeal explicitly with the issuesof (1) fines content(FC),
(2) magnitude-correlatedduration weighting factors (DWF&
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and (3) effective overburden stress (K, effects), and they
provide both (1) an unbiased basis for evaluation of _
liquefaction initiation hazard, and (2) significantly reduced
overall model uncertainty. Indeed, model uncertainty is now
reducedsufficiently that overall uncertainty in application of
these new correlations to field problems is now driven
strongly by the difficulties/uncertainties associated with
project-specific engineering assessment of the necessary
“loading” and “resistance” variables, rather than uncertainty
associatedwith the correlations themselves. This, in turn,
allows/encouragesthe devotion of attention and resourcesto
improved evaluationof theseproject-specific parameters. As
illustrated in Figures 5(d), 11 and 12, this represents a
significant overall improvement in our ability to accurately
andreliably assessliquefaction hazard.
CPT-, V, and BPT-Based Correlations:

In addition to SPT, three other in-situ index tests are now
sufficiently advanced as to represent suitable bases for
correlation with soil liquefaction triggering potential, and
theseare (a) the cone penetrationtest (CPT), (b) in-situ shear
wave velocity measurement (V,), and (c) the Becker
PenetrationTest (BPT).
The SPT-basedcorrelations are currently better defined, and
provide lesser levels of uncertainty, than these other three
methods. CPT, however, is approachingnear parity and can
be expectedto achievea nearly co-equalstatuswith regardto
accuracyandreliability in the next few years.
CPT-basedcorrelationshave,to date,beenbasedon much less
numerousand lesswell defined earthquakefield casehistories
than SPT-basedcorrelations. This will changeover the next
few years, however, as at least five different teams of
investigators in the U.S., Canada, Japan, and Taiwan are
currently working (independently of each other) on
developmentof improved CPT-basedtriggering correlations.
This includes the authors of this paper, and it is our plan to
have preliminary correlations available by the Fall of 2002.
Approximately 650 earthquakefield casehistories (with CPT
data) are currently available for possible use in development
of such correlations,representinga tremendousincreaseover
the number of casesavailable to the developersof currently
available correlations. This increaseis due mainly to large
databasesavailable horn the recent 1994 Northridge, 1995
Kobe, 2000 Kocaeli (Turkey) and 2000 Chi-Chi (Taiwan)
Earthquakes.
It is importantto develophigh quality CPT-basedcorrelations
to complementand augmentthe new SPT-basedcorrelations
presentedherein. The authorsare often askedwhetherSPT or
CPT is intrinsically a better test for liquefaction potential
evaluation. The correct answeris that both tests are far better
when usedtogether,as each offers significant advantagesnot
availablewith the other.
SPT-basedcorrelations are currently ahead of CPT-based
correlations, due in large part to enhanceddata bases and
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better data processingand correlation development. The new
SPT-basedcorrelations describedin this paper are currently
more accurateand reliable, and provide much lower levels of
uncertainty or variance. An additional very significant
advantageof SPT is that a sampleis retrieved with eachtest,
and so can be examined and evaluated to ascertain with
certaintythe character(gradation,fines content,PI, etc.) of the
soils tested,as contrastedwith CPT where soil charactermust
be “inferred” basedon cone tip and sleevefriction resistance
data.
CPT offers advantageswith regard to cost and efficiency (as
no boreholeis required). A secondadvantageis consistency,
as variability between equipment and operatorsis small (in
contrast to SPT). The most important advantageof CPT,
however, is continuity of data over depth. SPT can only be
performed in l&inch increments, and it is necessary to
advance and clean out the borehole between tests.
Accordingly, SPT can only be performed at vertical spacings
of about 30 inches (75cm) or more. As a result, SPT can
completely miss thin (but potentially important) liquefiable
strata between test depths. Similarly, with a 12-inch test
height and allowance for effects of softer overlying and
underlying strata, SPT can fail to suitably characterizestrata
lessthan about3 to 4 feet in thickness.
CPT, in contrast,is fully continuousand so “misses” nothing.
The needto penetrateabout4 to 5 diametersinto a stratumto
developfull tip resistance,to be at least 4 to 5 diametersfrom
an underIying softer stratum, and the “drag length” of the
following sleeve, cause the CPT test to poorly characterize
strata of less than about 12 to 15 inches (30 to 40cm) in
thickness,but this allows for good characterizationof much
thinner strata than SPT. Even for strata too thin to be
adequately (quantifiably) characterized, the CPT at least
providessomeindicationsof potentially problematicmaterials
if oneexaminesthe qcand f, tracescarefully.
With the new SPT-basedcorrelationsavailable as a basis for
cross-comparison,it is now possibleto better assesscurrently
availableCPT-basedcorrelations. Owing to its attractiveform
and simplicity, the CPT-basedcorrelation of Robertsonand
Wride (1998) is increasingly used for liquefaction studies.
This correlation is describedin the NCEER summary papers
(NCEER, 1997; Youd, et al., 2001). Preliminary crosscomparisonwith the new SPT-basedcorrelation presentedin
this paper suggests that this CPT-based correlation is
somewhat unconservativefor relatively “clean” sandy soils
(soils with lessthan about 5 to 10% fines), and is increasingly
unconservativeas fines content (and fines plasticity) increase.
Robertsonand Wride had accessto a much smaller field case
history databasethan is currently available, and so their
correlation representsa valuable interim contribution as we
continueto await developmentof new correlationsin progress
in several quarters(as discussedpreviously.) Until the new
CPT-basedcorrelationsbecome available, the correlation of
Robertson and Wride can be modified slightly to provide
improved apparent agreement with the new SPT-based
correlation.
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M=75

I,-, Ic is a measureof the distancefrom a point aboveand to
the left of the plot of normalized tip resistance (qJ and
normalizedFriction Ratio (F) as indicated in Figure 16. The
recommended“fines” correction is a nonlinear function of Ic,
and rangesfrom 1.Oat Ic = 1.64to a maximum value of 3.5 at
Ic = 2.60. A further recommendationon the fines correction
factor is that this factor be set at 1.Oin the shadedzonewithin
Area “A” of Figure 16 (within which 1.64< Ic < 2.36 and F <
0.5).
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Vs-basedcorrelations are very attractive becauseVs can be
measuredwith non-intrusive methods (e.g. SpectralAnalysis
of SurfaceWaves(SASW)) and can provide both a potentiahy
rapid screening method, and a method for assessmentof
coarse,gravelly soils which cannot be reliably penetratedor
reliably characterizedwith small diameterpenetrometers(SPT
and CPT).
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Fig. 16: Limitations in Fines Correction as Proposed
by Robertson and Wride(1998)

Figure 15 showsthe “baseline” triggering curve of Robertson
and Wride for “clean” sandy soils. Adjustmentsfor fines are
based on combinations of sleeve friction ratios and tip
resistancesin such a manner that the “clean sand” boundary
curve of Figure 15 is adjustedbasedon a compositeparameter
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Based on cross-comparison with the new SPT-based
correlation, it appearsthat improved compatibility can be
accomplishedby shifting the baseline triggering curve for
“clean” sandsof Figure 15 to the right by about 25 kg/cm”,
and by further limiting the maximum fines adjustmentfactor
to not more than about 2. An additional area of concern
occurs at the base of the shadedzone within Area “A” of
Figure 16, as the recommendationsof Robertsonand Wride
lead to a “jump” in the fines correction factor at this location,
and the soils in this region (with very low tip resistances,qc,,)
can be very dangerousmaterials. It is suggestedthat the
shadedzone within area ‘“A” of Figure 16 be extended,and
that the “tines correction” be taken as 1.0 for Fc0.5 at fl qc,l
values. Theseadjustmentsare interim measuresonly, and the
resulting “adjusted” correlation is not intended to provide
either the accuracy or the reliability available with the new
SPT-basedcorrelation,but rather an improved interim level of
compatibility and conservatismas researcherswork to develop
updatedcorrelations.

At this time, the best Vs-basedcorrelation available is that of
Andrus and Stokoe(2000). This Vs-basedcorrelation is also
described in the NCEER Workshop summary papers
(NCEER, 1997; Youd et al., 2001.) Although it is certainly
the best of its type, this correlation is less well-defined (more
approximate) than either SPT- or CPT-based correlations.
This is not due only to lack of data (though the Vs field case
history databaseis considerablysmallerthan that availablefor
SPT and CPT correlationdevelopment). Vs doesnot correlate
as reliably with liquefaction resistanceas does penetration
resistancebecauseVs is a very small-strainmeasurementand
correlates poorly with a very “large-strain” phenomenon
(liquefaction). Small amountsof “aging” and cementationof
interparticle contacts can causeVs to increasemore rapidly
than the corollary increase in liquefaction resistance. Vsbasedcorrelationsfor resistanceto “triggering” of liquefaction
arethus best employedeither conservatively,or aspreliminary
screeningtools to be supplementedby other methods.
Coarse, gravelly soils can be especially problematic with
regard to evaluation of resistance to “triggering” of
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liquefaction, as large particles (gravel-sized and larger) can
impedethe penetrationof both SPT and CPT penetrometers.
As large-scalefrozen sampling and testing are too expensive
for conventionalprojects, engineersfaced with the problem of
coarse,gravelly soils generally have three options available
here.
One option is to employ Vs-based correlations. Vs
measurementscan be madein coarsesoils, either with surface
methods (e.g. SASW, etc.) or via borings. Vs-based
correlations are somewhat approximate, however, and so
should be consideredto provide conclusive results only for
deposits/stratathat are clearlv “safe” or clearly likely to
liquefy.
A second option is to attempt “short-interval” SPT testing.
This can be effective when the non-gravel (finer than about
0.25 inch diameter)fraction of the soil representsgreaterthan
about half of the overall soil mix/gradation. (Note that it is
approximatelythe DjO and finer size range that controls the
liquefaction behavior of such soils.) Short-interval SPT
involves performing the SPT in the standard manner, but
counting the blow count (penetration resistance) in l-inch
incrementsrather than 6-inch increments. (When penetration
is more than l-inch for a single blow, a fractional blow count
of less than 1 blow/inch is credited.) The resulting history of
blows/inch is then plotted for eachsuccessiveinch (of the 12inchesof the test). When values(per inch) transition from low
to high, it is assumedthat a coarseparticle was encountered
andimpededthe penetrometer.High valuesare discarded,and
the low values are summed,and then scaledto representthe
equivalent number of blows per 12-inches. (e.g.: If it is
judged that 7 of the inches of penetrationcan be “counted”,
but that 5 of the inches must be discarded as
unrepresentativelyhigh, then the sum of the blows per the 7
inches is multiplied by 12/7 to derive the estimatedoverall
blow count asblows/l2 inches.)
This approachhas been shown to correlate well with BPT
values from the larger-scaleBecker Penetrometerfor soils
with gravel-plussized fractions of less than about40 to 50%.
It is noted, however, that the corrected short-interval SPT
blow counts can still be biased to the high side due to
unnoticed/undetectedinfluence of coarseparticles on someof
the penetrationincrementsused,so that it is appropriateto use
lower than typical enveloping of the resulting blow counts to
develop estimates of “representative” N-values for a given
stratum(e.g.: 20 to 30-percentilevalues, ratherthan 35 to 50percentilevaluesas might have beenusedwith regular SPT in
soils without significant coarseparticles).
WhenneitherVs-basedcorrelationsnor short-intervalSPT can
sufficiently characterizethe liquefaction resistanceof coarse
soils, the third method available is the use of the large-scale
Becker Penetrometer. Essentially a large-diametersteel pipe
driven by a diesel pile hammer (while retrieving cuttings
pneumatically),the Becker Penetrometer(BPT) resistancecan
be correlated with SPT to develop “equivalent” N-values
@IaPT).Care is required in monitoring the performanceof the
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BPT, as correctionsmust be madefor driving hammerbounce
chamberpressures,etc. (seeHarder, 1997). The best current
BPT correlation (with SPT) for purposes of liquefaction
engineering applications is described by Harder (1997),
NCEER (1997), and Youd et al. (2001). BPT has been
performed successfully for liquefaction evaluations in soils
with maximum particles sizes (Dioo) of up to 1 m. and more,
and to depthsof up to 70 m. The BPT is a large and very
noisy piece of equipment, however, and both cost and site
accessissuescanbe problematic.
ASSESSMENT OF POST-LIQUEFACTION

STABILITY

Once it has been determinedthat initiation or “triggering” of
liquefaction is likely to occur, the next step in most
liquefaction studies is to assess“post-liquefaction” global
stability. This entails evaluationof post-liquefactionstrengths
available, and comparison between these strengths and the
driving shear stresses imposed by (simple, non-seismic)
gravity loading. Both overall site stability, and stability of
structures/facilitiesin bearingcapacity, must be evaluated. If
post-liquefactionstability under simple gravity loading is not
assured,then “large” displacementsand/or site deformations
can ensue, as geometric rearrangementis necessaryto reestablishstability (equilibrium) under static conditions.
The key issue here is the evaluation of post-liquefaction
strengths. There has been considerableresearchon this issue
over the past two decades(e.g.: Jong and Seed,1988;Riemer,
1992;Ishihara, 1993; etc.). Two generaltypes of approaches
are available for this. The first is use of sampling and
laboratory testing, and the second is correlation of postliquefaction strength behavior from field case histories with
in-situ index tests.
Laboratory testing has been invaluable in shedding light on
key aspects of post-liquefaction strength behavior. The
availablelaboratorymethodshave also, however,beenshown
to provide a generallyunconservativebasis for assessmentof
in-situ post-liquefactionstrengths. The “steady-state”method
proposedby Poulos, Castro and France (1986), which used
both reconstitutedsamplesas well as high-quality “slightly”
disturbedsamples,and which provided a systematicbasis for
correction of post-liquefaction “steady-state” strengths for
inevitable disturbanceand densification that occurredduring
sampling and re-consolidation prior to undrained shearing,
provided an invaluableincentive for researchers.The method
was eventually found to produce post-liquefaction strengths
that were much higher than those back-calculatedfrom field
failure casehistories(e.g.: Von Thun, 1986;Seedet al., 1989).
Reasons for this included: (1) the very large corrections
required to account for sampling and reconsolidation
densificationprior to undrainedshearing,(2) sensitivity to the
assumptionthat the steady-stateline (defining the relationship
betweenpost-liquefactionstrength,S,, vs. void ratio, e) which
was evaluated based on testing of fully remolded
(reconstituted) samples provides a basis for “parallel”
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correctionfor this unavoidablesampledensification,(3) useof
C-U triaxial tests, rather than simple shear tests, for field
situations largely dominated by simple shear, (4)
reconsolidation of samples to higher than in-situ initial
effective stresses,and (5) the failure of laboratory testing of
finite samplesto accountfor the potentially important effects
of void redistributionduring “undrained” shearingin the field.
It has now been well-establishedthat both simple shear and
triaxial extension testing provide much lower undrained
residual strengths than does triaxial compression (e.g.:
Riemer, 1992; Vaid, 1990; Ishihara, 1993; etc.), often by
factors of 2 to 5, and simple sheartendsto be the predominant
mode of deformation of concern for most field cases.
Similarly, it is well-establishedthat samplesconsolidatedto
higher initial effective stresses exhibit higher “residual”
undrainedstrengthsat moderatestrains(strainsof on the order
of 15 to 30%), and this rangeof strainsrepresentsthe limit of
accuratemeasurementsfor most testing systems.
Theseissuescan be handledby performing laboratorytests at
field in-situ initial effective stress levels, and by performing
undrainedtests in either simple shearor torsional shear. The
remaining unresolved issues that continue to preclude the
reliable use of laboratory testing as a basis for assessmentof
in-situ (field) post-liquefaction strengths are two-fold. The
first of these is the difficulty in establishinga fully reliable
basis for correction of laboratory test values of S,, for
inevitable densification during both sampling and laboratory
reconsolidationprior to undrained shearing. The correction
factors required, for loose to medium dense samples, are
routinely on the order of 3 to 20, and there is no proven
reliable basis for these very large corrections. Use of fi-frozen
samplesdoes not fully mitigate this problem, as volumetric
densification due to reconsolidation upon thawing (prior to
undrained shearing) continues to require large corrections
here.
The secondproblem is intrinsic to the use of any laboratory
testing of finite samplesfor the purposeof assessmentof insitu (field) post-liquefaction strengths, and that is the very
important issue of void redistribution. Field depositsof soils
of liquefiable type, both natural deposits and fills, are
inevitably sub-stratified based on local variability of
permeability. This produces “layers” of higher and lower
permeability, and this layering is present in even the most
apparently homogenous deposits. During the “globally
undrained” cyclic shearing that occurs (rapidly) during an
earthquake,a finite sublayer “encapsulated”by an overlying
layer of at least slightly lower permeability can be largely
isolated and may perform in a virtually undrained manner,
remaining essentially at constant volume. Although the
sublayer loses no volume, however, there is a progressive
rearrangementof the solids and pore fluid within the sublayer
as the soils cyclically soften and/or liquefy. This progressive
rearrangement,which causes the solid particles to settle
slightly and thus increasethe density in the lower portion of
the sub-layer,while simultaneouslyreducingthe densityof the
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top of the sublayer, is “localized void redistribution” during
globally undrainedshearing.
Owing to the very sensitive relationship between postliquefaction strength (S,,) and void ratio (e) for loose to
medium density soils, even apparently minor amounts of
increasein void space(reductionin dry density) at the top of a
sub-layer can result in large reductions in S,,. In extreme
cases,water attempting to escapeIi-om the sublayer can be
temporarily trappedby the overlying, less pervious layer, and
can form a “film” or water-filled “blister” at the interface
betweenthe two layers (in which casethe shearstrength,S,,,
is reducedfully to zero alongthis interface.)

Fig. 17: Post-Failure Configuration
Slope (after Arulanandan

of Centrifuge Test
et al., 1993)

An interestingearly exampleof this behaviorwas producedin
a centrifuge test performed by Arulanandanet al. (1993), as
illustrated in Figure 17. In this experiment,an embankment
was constructedwith a sand ‘Lcore” and a surroundingclay
“shell” to prevent drainageduring cyclic loading. The sand
core was marked with layers of black sand so that localized
changes in volume (and density) could be tracked during
globally undrained shearing. When subjected to a model
earthquake,cyclic pore pressuregenerationwithin the sand
occurred, and the embankment suffered a stability failure.
During the “undrained” earthquake loading, the overall
volume of the saturated sand “core” remained constant,
satisfying the definition of globally undrained loading.
Locally, however, the lower portions of the sand “core”
became denser, and the upper portions suffered corollary
loosening. The top of the sand layer suffered the greatest
loosening,and it was alongthe top of this zoneof significantly
reducedstrengththat the slopefailure occurred.
Given the propensity for occurrence of localized void
redistributionduring seismic loading, andthe ability of Nature
to selectively push failure surfacespreferentially through the
resulting weakenedzones at the tops of localized sub-strata
(and water blisters in worst-cases), the overall postliquefaction strength available is a complex function of not
only initial @e-earthquake)soil conditions (e.g. density,etc.),
but also the scale of localized sub-layering, and the relative
orientationsand permeabilities of sub-strata. These are not
qualities that can be reliably characterized,at this time, by
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Stark and Mesri (19929, noting the influence of initial
effective stresson S,,, proposedan alternateformulation and
proposeda correlationbetweenthe ratio of S,,/P and N1,60,cs,
as shown in Figure 19, where P is the initial major principal
effective stress(o’ 9. This proposedrelationship overstates
the dependenceofISu.Ton o’l,i, and so is overconservativeat
shallow depths (o’l,i < 1 atmosphere) and is somewhat
unconservativeat very high initial effective stresses(o’,,i > 3
atmospheres).

1

I
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,
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conventional “static” stability analyses) are an important
distinction between the efforts of various investigators to
perform back-analysesof these types of failures. In this
figure, the original correction for fines usedto developN1,60,cs
is sufficiently close to that of Equations 6 and 7, that
Equations6 and7 canbe usedfor this purpose.
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laboratory testing of soil samples (or “elements”) of finite
dimensions.
Accordingly, at this time, the best basisfor evaluationof postliquefaction strengths is by development of correlations
between in-situ index tests vs. post-liquefaction strengths
back-calculatedfi-om field casehistories. These failure case
histories necessarily embody the global issues of localized
void redistribution, and so provide the best indication
available at this time regardingpost-liquefaction strength for
engineeringprojects.
Figure 18 presentsa plot of post-liquefactionresidualstrength
(S,,) vs. equivalentclean sand SPT blow count (N1,60,cs).
This
was developed by careful back analyses of a suite of
liquefaction failures, and it shouldbe notedthat thesetypes of
back analyses require considerablejudgement as they are
sensitiveto assumptionsrequired for treatmentof momentum
and inertia effects. The difficulties in dealing with these
momentum/inertia effects (which are not an issue in
PaperNo. SPL-2

It is also true, however, that the relationship of Figure 18
understatesthe influence of o’l,i on S,,. Figure 20 shows an
excellentexampleof this. Figure 20(a) showsthe stresspaths
for a suite of four IC-U triaxial tests performedon samplesof
Monterey #30 sand, all at precisely the same density, but
initially consolidatedto different effective stressesprior to
undrainedshearing. (The samplevoid ratios shown are postconsolidation void ratios.) As shown in this figure, the
samples initially consolidated to higher effective stresses
exhibited higher undrainedresidual strengths(S,,). The ratio
betweenS,, and P was far from constant,however, as shown
in Figure20(b).
The influence of o’l,i on S,, (and on the ratio of S,,/P) is a
function of both density and soil character. Very loose soils,
and soils with higher fines contents,exhibit S,, behaviorthat
is more significantly influenced by o’l,i than soils at higher
densities and/or with lower fines content. At this time, the
authorsrecommendthat the relationshipof Figure 18 (Seed&
Harder, 1990)be used as the principal basis for evaluationof
in-situ S,, for “relatively clean” sandy soils (Fines Content <
12%). For these soils it is recommended that both
relationships of Figures 18 and 19 be used, but that a 4:l
weighting be employedin favor of the values from Figure 18.
Similarly, a more nearly intermediate basis (averaging the
results of each method, with 2:l weighting between the
relationshipsof Figures 18 and 19) is recommendedfor very
silty soils (Fines Content> 30%). For fines contentsbetween
12%and30%, a linear transition in weighting betweenthe two
proposedrelationshipscanbe used.
It must be notedthat engineeringjudgement is still requiredin
selectionof appropriatepost-liquefactionstrengthsfor specific
project cases. Consideration of layering and sub-layering,
permeability/drainage,and potential void redistribution, and
the potential for confluenceof alignmentof layering interfaces
with shearsurfacesmust all be considered. For most “typical”
cases,use of S,, values in the lower halves of the ranges
shown in Figures 18 and 19 (with due consideration for
weighting of these) appearsto representa suitably prudent
range for most engineeringpurposesat this time, but lower
overall averagepost-liquefactionstrengthscan be realized
23
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would suggestsignificant dilation. Dilation of this sort tends
to rapidly localize the shear zone (or shear band), and so
reduces the drain path length across which water must be
drawn to satisfy the dilational “suction”. As these distances
can be small, rapid satisfaction of this dilational demandis
possible, and “undrained” (dilational) shear strengthshigher
than the drained strength can persist only briefly.
Accordingly, for most engineering analysesthe use of the
fully drainedshearstrengthas a maximum or limiting value is
prudent. Similarly, the maximum shear strength cannot
exceedthe shear strength which would be mobilized at the
effective stresscorrespondingto “cavitation” of the pore water
(as it reachesa pore pressureof -1 atmosphere). The above
limit to not more than the fully-drained strengthis a stronger
or more limiting constraint, however, and so handles this
problemaswell.

-
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AND DISPLACEMENTS
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Engineering assessment of the deformations and
displacementslikely to occur as a result of liquefaction or
pore-pressure-induced
ground softening is a difficult and very
challenging step in most projects, and this is an area where
further advancesareneeded.
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For situations in which the post-liquefaction strengths are
judged to be less than the “static” driving shear stresses,
deformationsanddisplacementscan be expectedto be “large”;
generallygreaterthan about lm., and sometimesmuch greater.
Figure 21 shows examples of global site instability
correspondingto situationswherein post-liquefactionstrengths
are lessthan gravity-induceddriving shearstresses.Theseare
schematicillustrations only, and are not to scale.

when layering and void redistribution combine unusually
adverselywith potentially critical failure modes.

For most engineering projects, the “large” deformations
associated with post-liquefaction “static instability” are
unacceptably large, and engineering mitigation is thus
warranted. It is often, therefore, not necessaryto attempt to
make quantified estimatesof the magnitudesof these “large”
deformations.Exceptionscan include damsand embankments,
which are sometimes engineered to safely withstand
liquefaction-induceddisplacementsof morethan lm.

Finally, a commonquestionis “what happensat N1,60,cs
values
greater than about 15 blows/K?” The answer is that the
relationshipsof Figures 18 and 19 shouldbe concaveupwards
(to the right), so that extrapolation at constant slope to the
15 blow& should provide a conservative
right of N1,60,cs=
basis for assessmentof S,, in this range. As theseprojected
values representrelatively good strengthbehavior, this linear
extrapolationtendsto be sufficient for most projects. It should
be noted, however,that values of S,, should generallynot be
taken as higher than the maximum drained shear strength.
Values of S,, higher than the fully-drained shear strength

Estimatesof the “large” deformationslikely to occur for these
types of casescan often be made with fair accuracy(within a
“Large” liquefaction-induced
factor of about 2 2).
displacements/deformations
(> lm.) are principally the result
of gravity-induced“slumping”, as geometricrearrangementof
the driving soil and/or structural massesis required to reestablishstatic equilibrium. A majority of the deformations,
for thesecases,occur after strong shaking has ceasedso that
cyclic inertial forces are not very important in “driving” the
deformations(though they are very important in “triggering”
the liquefaction-inducedgroundsoftening.)

Fig. 20: Results of ICY-U Triaxial Tests on Monterey
#30/O Sand (After Riemer, 1992)
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@ - Liquefied zone with low residual undrained strength

(a) Edge Failure/Lateral Spreading by Flow

(b) Edge Failure/Lateral Spreading by Translation

(c) Flow Failure

(d) Translational Displacement

(e) Rotational and/or Translational Sliding

Fig. 21: Schematic Examples of Liquefaction-Induced Global Site Instability
and/or “Large” Displacement Lateral Spreading
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Three general types of approachescan be used to estimate
expected “large” liquefaction-induced ground deformations,
and theseare: (1) fully nonlinear, time-domain ‘imite element
or finite difference analyses(e.g.: Finn et al., 1986; Byrne et
al., 1998; France et al., 2000; etc.), (2) statistically-derived
empirical methodsbasedon back-analysesof field earthquake
case histories (e.g.: Hamada et al, 1987; Bartlett and Youd,
1995; etc.), and (3) simple static limit equilibrium analyses
coupled with engineeringjudgement. When applied with
good engineering judgement, and when the critical
deformation/displacementmodes are correctly identified and
suitable post-liquefaction strengths are selected, all three
methodscan provide reasonableestimatesof the magnitudes
of expecteddisplacements.
Finite element and finite difference analyses are the most
complex of the three approaches,and we cannot reasonably
discussthesein detail within the confinesof this paper. These
methodshave, to date, principally been employedmainly for
relatively critical (and well-budgeted) studies, but growing
comfort with these methods (coupled with decreasing
computing costs) can be expected to bring these types of
analysesmore into the mainstream. The principal difficulty
associatedwith these methods is the difficulty of evaluating
the model “input” parametersnecessary for the relatively
complex behavioral and/or constitutive models used. These
modelsareusually “sensitive” to relatively minor variationsin
one or more parameters, and assessmentof this type of
parametersensitivity is a &l elementof suchstudies.
The secondtype of methodsavailable are the “Hamada-type”
empirical methodsfor estimation of lateral displacementsdue
to liquefaction-inducedlateral spreading. Thesemethodsare
basedon back-analysesof lateral spreadingcasehistories, and
involve probabilistically and/or statistically derived empirical
equations for estimation of expected lateral spreading
displacements.Currently, the most widely used such method
in the westernU.S. is that of Bartlett and Youd, 1995. This
method addressestwo types of cases:caseswhere there is a
“free face” towards which lateral spreadingcan occur (e.g.:
Figures 21(a) and 21(b)), and caseswithout a free face but
with a sloping ground surface(e.g.: Figures21(c) and 21 (d)).
Two different empirical equationsare provided, one for each
of thesetwo situations.
Figure 22 shows the results of this approach(both equations,
as applicable.) Figure 22(a) shows a plot of predicted
displacementmagnitudevs. the actual observeddisplacement
for the casehistories studied. For (measured)displacements
greater then approximately 1.5m., the ratio of
predictedzmeasured
displacementswas generally in the range
of 0.5:1 to 2:1, and this is a reasonableband of accuracyfor
engineeringpurposesin this rangeof displacements.
The third method for estimation of expected “large”
liquefaction-induceddisplacementsis basedon evaluation of
the deformations/displacements
required to re-establishstatic
equilibrium. This requires careful assessmentof the most
critical mode of failure/deformation. An important issue in
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Fig. 22: Predicted vs. Measured Displacements from
Lateral Spreading Case Histories (after
Bartlett and Youd, 1995)

this approach is the progressive acceleration and then
decelerationof the displacing soil (and/or structural) mass.
The deformations are not arrested when the geometry is
sufficiently rearranged as to produce a “static” Factor of
Safety of 1.0 (based on post-liquefaction strengths, as
appropriate.). Instead, shear strength must be employed to
overcome the momentum progressively accumulatedduring
accelerationof the displacing mass, so that the deforming
mass comes to rest at a “static” Factor of Safety of greater
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than 1.0 (FS 5 1.05 to 1.25 is common, dependingon the
maximum velocity/momentumachievedbefore decelleration).
For many problems,simply estimatingthe degreeof geometry
rearrangementnecessaryto produce this level of Factor of
Safety (under “static” conditions, but with post-liquefaction
strengths)can produce fair estimatesof likely displacements.
Alternatively, incrementalcalculations of (1) overall stability
(excess driving shear stresses),(2) acceleration (and then
decelleration) of the displacing mass due to shear stress
imbalance(vs. shearstrength), (3) accrual and dissipation of
velocity (and momentum), and (4) associated geometry
rearrangement,can produce reasonableestimates of likely
rangesof displacementsfor many cases.
Finally, it shouldbe noted that thesethreetypes of approaches
for estimation of expected “large” liquefaction-induced
displacementsand deformations can be used to cross-check
each other. For example, it is prudent to check the final
geometry“predicted” by the results of finite elementor finite
differenceanalysesfor its “static” Factor of Safety (with postliquefactionstrengths.)
Assessment of “Small to Moderate ” Liquefaction-Induced
Displacements:

Although it is feasible to make reasonablyaccurateestimates
of post-liquefactiondeformationsand displacementsfor cases
of “large” displacements,we currently do not have tools for
accurate and reliable estimation of “small to moderate”
liquefaction-induced displacements (displacements/deformations of less than about 0.75m.) Unfortunately, it is this
“small to moderate” range of 0 to 0.75m. that is most
important for most conventional buildings and engineered
facilities.
Unlike the caseof “large” liquefaction-induceddisplacements,
which are dominatedby displacements“driven” principally by
gravity forces after the cessationof strong shaking,“small to
moderate”displacementsare very strongly affected by cyclic
inertial forcesproducedby strong shaking. In addition, “small
to moderate”displacementsare usually controlled in largepart
by complicated cyclic, pore pressure-induced softening
followed by dilation and corollary reduction in pore pressures
(and consequentre-establishmentof strength and stiffness.)
This softeningand re-stiffening behavioris relatively complex
anddifficult to predict with good accuracyandreliability.
Figures 23 through 25 illustrate the complicated types of
mechanicalbehaviorsthat control cyclic deformationsin this
“small to moderate” displacementrange. Figure 23 presents
the results of an undrained cyclic simple shear test of
Monterey#O/30sandat a relative density of D, = 50%, and an
initial vertical effective stress of o’v,i = 85 kPa. These
conditionscorrespondroughly to a soil with an N,,+ value of
about 10 blows/R In this figure, (a) the bottom left figure
presents evolution of cyclically-induced pore pressures
(expressedas reduction in o’y,i), (b) the bottom right figure
shows increasing shear strains with increasing numbers of
cycles, (c) the top right figure shows shear stress vs. shear
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strain behavior, and (d) the top left figure presents the
effective stresspath followed during this test. All four subfigures are scaled so that the axes of the figures to the side
and/oraboveandbelow eachsharecommonly scaledaxes.
As shown in Figure 23, shearstrains are relatively small for
the first 25 cycles, until significant cyclically-induced pore
pressureshave been generated. At that point (after about 25
cycles), there is a rapid increase in cyclic shear strains,
representing “triggering” of liquefaction. Examining the
stress path plots (and also the stress-strainand cyclic pore
pressuregenerationplots) shows clearly that pore pressures
are generatedupon initial reversal of cyclic shear stresses
during eachhalf-cycle of loading,but that dilation ensueslater
in each cycle as shear strains begin to increasein the new
direction of loading. This processof cyclic softeningandthen
re-stiffening during each cycle is now well understood,but
remainsdifficult to model reliably for non-uniform (irregular)
cyclic loading,as in earthquakes.
Figure 24 similarly shows the same suite of plots for an
undrainedcyclic simple shear test on a sample of the same
sand,but this time at an initial relative density of D, = 75%.
This correspondsroughly to an in situ N1,6,,cs
value of about25
to 30 blows/R Densersoils in this rangeexhibit very different
behaviorthan the loosersampleof Figure 23.
The cyclic stressratio of the test presentedin Figure 24 is 1.8
times higher than that of the previous figure. The denser
sample (Figure 24) is more strongly dilatant with each halfcycle of loading, and instead of relatively “suddenly”
beginning a rapid rate of increaseof shear strains (as in the
previous test), this densersample exhibits a more moderate
(and less dramatically accelerating)rate of increaseof cyclic
shear strains. Indeed, as there is no sudden transition in
behaviors,it is difficult to identify a singular point at which
“triggering” of liquefaction can be said to occur. At this time,
it is recommended that “triggering” or initiation of
liquefaction be consideredto have occurred when a soil has
experiencedsignificant cyclic pore pressuregeneration(and
attendantsoftening and loss of strength), and has reacheda
cyclic shearstrain (in either single direction) of y G 3%. At
this level of shearstrain, subsequentperformance(including
“post-liquefaction” strength and stress-deformationbehavior)
will be controlled largely by the soil’s corm-activeor dilational
behaviors.
Further complicating the issue of prediction of liquefactioninduced deformations is the fact that, for most cases of
engineering interest, there is a directionally preferential
“driving” shear stress due to gravity loading (in addition to
cyclic inertial stressesinducedby the earthquake). Figure 25
presentsthe results of an undrained cyclic simple sheartest
with these initial “driving” shear stresses. In this test, the
“driving” shear stressesare aligned in the same direction as
the (reversing) cyclic shear stress loading, and the initial
(constant)driving shear stressesare equal to 0.08 times the
initial vertical effective stress(of 85 kPa).
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Fig. 25: Undrained Cyclic Simple Shear Test on Monterey #30/O Sand (Test No. MslOk)
Dr=55%, o,i’=85 kPa, CSRzO.33 , ~~~0.18
In addition to the types of cyclic softening and dilatent restiffening shown in the two previous figures, this test (Figure
25) also exhibits cyclic “ratcheting” or progressive
accumulationof shear strains in the direction of the driving
shearforce. It is this type of complex “ratcheting” behavior
that usually principally controls “small to moderate”
liquefaction-induced deformations and displacements
(displacementsin the range of about 2 to 75 cm. for field
cases.)
This problem is further complicated in field cases by the
occurrenceof cyclic shear stresses“transverse” (not parallel
to) the direction of the (static) driving shear stresses.
Boulangeret al. (1995) clearly demonstratedthat cyclic shear
stressestransverseto driving shearforces can, in many cases,
representa more severetype of loading for “triggering” of
liquefaction than cyclic shear stressesaligned “parallel” with
driving forces. It is only in the last few years, however, that
high quality laboratory data with “transverse” as well as
“parallel” cyclic simple shear loading (and driving shear
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stresses)has begun to be available, and development and
calibration of improved analytical and constitutive models for
this type of behaviorare currently still underdevelopment.
Additional complications involved in attempting to predict
“small to moderate” liquefaction-induced deformations and
displacementsinclude: (1) the irregular and multi-directional
loading involved in field situations, representinga complex
and multi-directional seismic responseproblem, and (2) the
many types and “modes” of deformationsand displacements
that can occur.
Figures 26 and 27 illustrate a number of “modes” or
mechanismsthat can result in “small to moderate”lateral and
vertical displacements, respectively. These figures are
schematicand for illustrative purposesonly; they are not to
scale.
Figure 26 illustrates three examplesof modesof deformation
that can produce “small to moderate” liquefaction-induced
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m - Liquefied zone

(a) Spreading Towards a Free Face

(b) Spreading Downslope or Downgrade

(c) Localized, Non-directionally Preferential Differential Lateral Displacements

Fig. 26: Schematic Examples of Modes of “Limited”

lateral displacements(of less than about lm.) It should be
notedthat thesecan also producemuch larger deformations,if
the liquefiable soils are very loose, and geometry is
sufficiently adverse.
Figure 26(a) shows an example of limited lateral spreading
towards a free face, and Figure 26(b) shows an example of
limited lateral spreading downslope or downgrade. These
modescan also give rise to large displacements,but when the
liquefiable soils have limited shearstrain potential (the shear
strain required for dilatent re-stiffening), then displacements
are limited.

Liquefaction-Induced

Lateral Translation

strains,as a function of SPT N-values. As shown previously
in Figures 23 through 25, the shear strain required for
dilational re-stiffening decreases with increased initial
density (or increasedN-value). Although there is not yet a
well-established(or well-defined) basis for selection of the
precise shear strain correspondingto the “limiting” shear
strain (seefor examples,Figures23 through 25), the valuesof
Figure 28 represent suitable approximate values for many
engineeringpurposes. The recommendationsof Figure 28 are
for sandswith approximately 10% silty fines. Shamotoet al.
also presentedsimilar figures for 0% and 20% fines, but the
differencesare less than the uncertainty in defining precisely
what is meantby “limiting” shearstrain.

Figure 28 (Shamoto, Zhang and Tokimatsu, 1998) presents
engineering estimates of limiting (post-liquefaction) shear
PaperNo. SPL-2
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(a) Ground Loss Due to Cyclic Densification
and/or Volumetric Reconsolidation

(b) Secondary Ground Loss Due to Erosion
of “Boil” Ejecta

(c) Global Rotational or Translational Site
Displacement

(d) ‘Slumping” or Limited Shear Deformations

(e) Lateral Spreading and Resultant PullApart Grabens

(9 Localized Lateral Soil Movement

(g) Full Bearing Failure

Fig. 27: Schematic Illustration
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(h) Partial Bearing Failure
or Limited “Punching”

(i) Foundation Settlements
Due to Ground Softening
Exacerbated by Inertial
“Rocking”

of Selected Modes of Liquefaction-Induced

Vertical Displacements
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Residual shear strain potential
-*-St?%

20%

70%5%

verified engineeringtools for accurateand reliable estimation
of lateral displacementsin this range. This is an areaof urgent
need for further advances,and research to fill this gap is
underwayin severalcountries.

2%

Figure 26(c) shows another mechanism which can produce
“limited” lateral displacements;in this case, liquefaction of
soils beneath a non-liquefied surface “crust”, and laterally
constrainedagainstlarge lateral spreadingtowards a free face.
When the surface“crust” is thin relative to the thicknessof the
underlying layer, and when the liquefied soils have low
values), the “crust” can separateinto
density (10~ NI,~o,~~
distinct sections or “blocks”, and these crustal sections can
move differentially with respect to each other. This can
produce shearing,compressionand tensile separationsat the
edgesof surface blocks. This, in turn, can be damagingto
structures and/or utilities that are unfortunate enough to
straddlethe block boundaries.
0
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Fig. 28: Recommended Estimates of Limiting Shear
Strains for Sandy Soils with - 10% Fines
(Shamoto et al., 1998)

It should be noted that the N,-values of Figure 28 correspond
to typical JapaneseSPT practice, and so should be multiplied
(increased) by approximately a factor of 1.1 to develop
approximate N1,60,cs-values.In addition, as the strains of
Figure 28 representthe strains required for re-stiffening in
one-half cycle of loading, it must be recognizedthat multicycle “ratcheting” (see for example Figure 25) can produce
progressive accumulation of strains with each subsequent
cycle. At this time, for moderateto strong seismic loading
(amaw
= 0.025to 0.6g), increasingthe shearstrainsof Figure 28
by a factor of about 1.25 to 2.0 to allow for cyclic
“ratcheting” appears to provide a conservative basis for
engineering estimation of “upper-bound” displacement
potential for many cases.
The two general types of lateral spreading deformations
illustrated in Figures26(a) and (b) correspondto the two types
of lateral spreading addressedby the empirical corelation
proposedby Bartlett and Youd (1995). As shown in Figure
22(a),this approachprovided reasonableestimatesof expected
displacementsfor cases with displacementsof greater than
about 2m. However, as shown in Figure 22(b) (which is an
enlargedview of part of Figure 22(a)), this approachdoesnot
provide accurateor reliable estimatesof lateral displacements
for caseswhere measureddisplacementsare less than about
Im. (the range within which complex cyclic inertial loading
and cyclic softeningand dilational re-stiffening largely control
displacements.) Bartlett and Youd have recently futher
improved their empirical correlations, but the difficulty in
prediction of displacemtns of less than about lm. persists
(Youd, 2000). There are, at present,no well-calibrated and
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There are no good means to predict where the inter-block
boundarieswill occur, and there are no reliable methods at
present to predict the magnitudes of localized differential
block displacementsthat are likely to occur. Ishihara (1985)
provides someinsight into this “pie crust” problem, as shown
in Figure 29. Ishihara suggests, based on empirical
observationsfrom a number of Japaneseearthquakes,that
surfacemanifestationsof liquefaction will not be significant if
(1) the site is relatively level, (2) the edgesare constrainedso
that lateral spreadingtowards a free face is prevented,and (3)
the ratio of the thickness of the non-liquefied surface“crust”
(Hi) to the thicknessof the liquefied underlying soils (Hz) is
greaterthan the valuesindicatedin Figure 29 (as a function of
peakgroundsurfaceacceleration,as shown.)
Given the potential risk associatedwith localized differential
movements at crustal block boundaries,it is recommended
herein that these criteria be supplementedby reinforced and
laterally continuous foundations to constrain lateral
differential displacementsand to reduce differential vertical
displacements at the bases of structures at such sites,
especially when the liquefied layer contains soils with low
equivalentN1,60,cs
values (N1,60,Cs
I 15) or when the ratios of
HI/HZ are nearthe boundariesof Figure 29.
In addition to differential lateral displacements,engineers
must also deal with the hazardassociatedwith both total and
differential potential vertical displacements. There are a
number of mechanisms that can produce vertical
displacementsof sites and/or structuresand other engineered
facilities. Figure 27 presents schematic illustrations of a
number of these. Again, this figure is schematic and for
illustrative purposesonly; it is not to scale. The modes of
vertical displacementillustrated in Figure 27 can be grouped
into three generalcatagories. Figures 27(a) and (b) illustrate
settlementsdue to reduction or loss of soil volume. Figure
27(c) through (f) illustrate modes of settlement due to
deviatoric ground movements. Figures 27(g) through (i)
illustrate structural settlementsdue to full or partial bearing
failures.
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Figures 27(c) and (d) illustrate rotational and “slumping”
(distributed shear)types of ground movementsthat produce
settlements at the crests or heels of the slopes or
embankments.Although thesetypes of potential liquefactioninduced deformations and displacements are relatively
amenableto engineering prediction when they are “large”
(>lm.j, there are at presentno accurateand reliable (or wellcalibrated)methodsfor estimation of expecteddisplacements
when displacementswill be small to moderate(D z 0.05 to
0.75m.) Accordingly, significant judgement is currently
requiredto assessthe likely deformations,and their impact on
structuresand other engineeredfacilities. The lack of reliable
andwell-calibratedanalysistools here oRenresults in the need
for conservative assumptions, and often leads to
implementationof conservativehazardmitigation measures.

Fig. 29: Proposed Boundary Curves for Site
Indentification of Liquefaction-Induced
(Surface) Damage.

Figures27(e) and (f) illustrate closely relatedmechanismsthat
can produce surface settlements. Figure 27(e) illustrates
lateral spreadingproducing grabens,or settlements,in zones
of locally differential extension (pull-apart zones). Figure
27(f) illustrates localized lateral soil movement producing
both heaving and settlementas overall soil volume is largely
conserved. These types of potential movements are also
difficult to predict, and againconservativeassumptionsand/or
conservativesteps to mitigate this type of hazard are often
called for when these types of movements are judged to
representpotentially serious hazardsfor a site, structure, or
other engineeredfacility.
Finally, in addition to liquefaction-induced soil (or site)
displacements,another class of potential concernsare those
associatedwith potential differential movementsof structures
relative to the ground. Figures 27(g) through (i) illustrate
severalsubsetsof thesetypes of movements.

Figure 27(a) shows “ground loss” or settlementdue to cyclic
densification of non-saturatedsoils and/or due to volumetric
reconsolidation of liquefied (or partially liquefied) soils as
cyclically-induced pore pressuresescapeby drainage. The
overall magnitude of these types of settlements can be
reasonablywell predictedby severalmethods(e.g.: Tokimatsu
and Seed, 1984: Ishihara and Yoshimine, 1990), but these
methodscannotreliably predict the magnitudeand distribution
of locally differential settlements. Overall settlement
estimatesare generally accuratewithin & 50 to 70%, so long
as suitable adjustmentsare made for fines content (as both
methods are for “clean” sands.) The fines adjustment
recommendedhere is that of Equations6 and7.

Figure 27(g) representsthe casein which liquefaction-induced
loss of strength and stiffness is sufficiently severethat full
bearingfailure occurs. This type of full bearingfailure occurs
when overall bearing capacity, based on post-liquefaction
strengths (S,,) as appropriate, is insuffIcient for static
equilibrium under gravity loading. This can produce very
large “‘punching” settlements (many tens of centimeters or
more), and can even lead to toppling of structureswhen they
are narrowrelative to their height.

Figure 27(b) illustrates a secondmechanismof ground loss;
secondaryground loss as a result of erosion of soil particles
carried by water escapingthrough cracks and fissures (often
referred to as “sand boils”) as excess pore pressuresare
dissipated. Boil ejecta(transportedsoils) can be carriedto the
ground surface, or they can be carried to accessibleburied
voids (e.g.: basements,buried culverts and sewers, etc.)
Secondaryground loss due to erosion of boil ejecta is usually
localized, and so can be locally differential. It is also
essentially impossible to predict. The best defensehere is
usually to ensuresufficient lateral continuity of foundationsas
to be ableto “bridge” or cantilever over localized subsidences.
Another alternativeis deepfoundation support(piles or piers)
extendingbeneaththe depthof potential groundloss.

Figure 27(h) represents partial bearing failure or limited
“punching” settlements. These limited punching types of
settlementscan occur at isolated footings, or can occur with
mat and raft foundations (especially at corners and edges.)
Limited punching settlementsare generally associatedwith
situationsin which post-liquefactionstrengthsare sufficient to
prevent full bearing failure, and they are the result of cyclic
softening and attendant deformations required to generate
sufficient dilational re-stiffening as to arrest movements.
Estimation of these “limited” punching/bearingsettlements
can be further complicated by the interaction of increased
cyclic vertical loads due to inertial “rocking” of structures
with cyclic softening (and cyclic dilational re-stiffening), as
illustratedschematicallyin Figure 27(i). Thereare,at present,
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no reliable and well-calibrated engineering/analytical
tools for
_
estimation of likely limited punching settlements. This is a
major gap in practice, as it is limited punchingsettlements( in
the range of about 0.05 to 0.75 m.) that representone of the
principal liquefaction-relatedhazardsfor many buildings and
engineeredstructures.
Widespreadliquefaction in the city of Adapazariin the recent
2000 Kocaeli (Turkey) Earthquake produced differential
foundation/soilpunchingtypes of settlementsin this rangefor
hundredsof buildings, and many additional buildings suffered
similar rangesof settlementsin the cities of Wu Feng,Nantou,
and Yuan Lin during the 2000 Chi Chi (Taiwan) Earthquake.
Thesetwo eventsthus provided both strong incentive, as well
as large numbers of potential field case histories, and as a
result considerableresearchefforts are currently underwayto
develop methods for estimation of these types of “limited”
punching/bearingdisplacements.
In the interim, it is noted that punching/bearingsettlements
can be expectedto be “large” (many tens of centimeters,or
more) when post-liquefaction strengths provide a Factor of
Safety of less than 1.0 under gravity loading (without
additional vertical loads associatedwith earthquake-induced
“rocking”, etc.) Similarly, these types of punching/bearing
settlementscanbe expectedto be “small” (lessthan about3 to
5 cm.) when liquefaction occurs, but the minimum Factor of
Safety under the worst-case combination of seismicallyinduced (transient) vertical loads plus static (gravity) loads,
and basedon post-liquefaction strengths(S,,), is greaterthan
about2.0.
ASSESSMENT
OF
THE
LIQUEFACTION-INDUCED
DISPLACEMENTS

CONSEQUENCES
DEFORMATIONS

OF
AND

There is an urgent need for improvement of our ability to
accuratelyand reliably estimateexpected“limited”, or “small
to moderate” liquefaction-induced deformations and
displacements.There is a similar needto improve our ability
to assess the expected ramifications of these types of
displacements and deformations on the performance of
buildings andother engineeredfacilities. In addition, thereare
currently no well-establishedstandardsregardingexpectations
of “acceptable”performancefor most types of structuresand
facilities. These are all important areas in which further
progressis urgently needed.
During the middle portion of the 20” Century, considerable
research was done to develop an understanding of the
consequences of various levels of differential (static)
settlementson different types of structures. This work, which
involved considerablefield studies of performanceof actual
structures, also required close collaboration between
geotechnicaland structuralprofessionals. The results of these
studies led to greatly improved understanding of the
ramifications of various levels of differential (static)
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settlements,establishmentof acceptedstandardsof practice
andperformance,and codification of thesetypes of standards.
Similar efforts are now neededwith respectto developmentof
methods for assessmentof the structural consequencesof
liquefaction-induced differential lateral and vertical
displacements,as well as for determination of “acceptable”
levels of resultant structural performance. Levels of
differential structural displacements representing adequate
structural performancein a “life safety” context are not well
established. As we move inexorably towards “performance
based” seismic engineering design, increasingly refined
predictions of structural performancein the event of various
levels of structural displacement will be needed, and
increasingly challenging decisions (and standards) will be
needed regarding “acceptable” levels of performance with
regard to preservingrepairability, reducing overall damages,
maintaining serviceability and/or minimizing out of service
duration,etc.
The widespreadliquefaction-induceddamagesto hundredsof
structuresin both the recent Koaceli (Turkey) and Chi Chi
(Taiwan) Earthquakesprovide both incentive, and large field
performancelaboratories,with which to begin this process. In
the interim, engineersare left without strong guidance,and
considerableengineeringjudgementis required.
MITIGATION

OF LIQUEFACTION

HAZARD

When satisfactory performance of structures and/or other
engineeredfacilities cannot adequately reliably be assured,
engineeredmitigation of the unacceptableliquefaction hazard
is generallyrequired. There are many methods,and variations
on methods,currently available for this, and more are under
development.
Table 2 presents a brief list of selected major mitigation
methodsavailable. It shouldbe notedthat thesedo not haveto
be employed singly; it is often optimal to use two or more
methodsin combination.
It is not reasonable,within the constraints of this paper, to
attempta comprehensivediscussionof all availablemitigation
methods. Instead,limited commentswill be offered regarding
various aspectsof some of these. It should be noted that
mitigation of liquefaction hazard is an area subject to
considerablecontroversy, and that our understandingof the
efficacy of some of these methods is still evolving. It is
suggestedthat key issuesto be consideredin selection and
implementationof mitigation methods are: (1) applicability,
(2) effectiveness,(3) the ability to verify the reliability of the
mitigation achieved,(4)cost, and (5) other issuesof potential
concern(e.g.: environmentalandregulatoryissues,etc.).
More comprehensivetreatments of many of the mitigation
methods listed in Table 2 are available in a number of
refeences(e.g.: Mitchell, 1995;Hausmann,1990).
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Table 2: List of Selected Methods for Mitigation

of Seismic Soil Liquefaction

Hazard

Notes

General Category

Mitigation Methods

I. Excavationand/or
compaction

(a) Excavationanddisposalof liquefiable soils
(b) Excavationandrecompaction

II. In-situ ground
densification

(c) Compaction(for new fill)
(a) Compactionwith vibratory probes(e.g.:
Vibroflotation, Terraprobe,etc.)

-Canbe coupledwith
installation of gravel
columns

(b) Dynamic consolidation(Heavy tamping)
-Can also provide
reinforcement

(c) Compactionpiles
(d) Deepdensificationby blasting
III. Selectedother
types of ground
treatment

(e) Compactiongrouting
(a) Permeationgrouting
(b) Jet grouting
(c) Deepmixing
(d) Drains
- Gravel drains
- Sanddrains
- Pre-fabricatedstrip drains

-Many drain installation
processesalso provide
in-situ densification.

(e) Surchargepre-loading
(f) Structuralfills
(a) Structuresand/orearthstructuresbuilt to
IV. Berms,dikes,
provide edgecontainmentandthus to prevent
seawalls, and
largelateral spreading
other edge
containment
structures/systems
(a) Piles (installedby driving or vibration)
V. Deepfoundations

-Can also provide ground
densification

(b) Piers (installedby drilling or excavation)
VI. Reinforcedshallow (a) Gradebeams
foundations
(b) Reinforcedmat
(c) Well-reinforcedand/orpost-tensionedmat
(d) “Rigid” raft
The first classor catagoryof methodslisted in Table 2 involve
surface compaction. When this is the case, potentially
liquefiable soil types should be placed in layers and
compacted, using vibratory compaction, to specifications
requiring not less than 95% relative compactionbasedon the
maximum dry density (Y~,~~.J
as determinedby a Modified
AASHTO CompactionTest (ASTM 1557D).
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The secondgroup of methodslisted in Table 2 involve in-situ
ground densification. It is recommendedthat these methods
be coupled with a suitably comprehensivepost-treatment
verification program to assure that suitable mitigation has
beenachieved. CPT testing is particularly useful here,as it is
rapid and continuous. When CPT is to be used for postdensification verification, it is a very good idea to establish
pre-densificationCPT data, and to developsite-specificcrosscorrelationbetweenSPT and CPT data.
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In addition, it should be noted that ageing effects (including
establishment of microbonding and even cementation at
particle contacts)is disruptedby in situ densification. These
ageingeffects increaseboth resistanceto liquefaction,and also
resistanceto penetration (as measuredby SPT, CPT, etc.)
Immediately after in-situ densification, despite increased
overall density of the soils, it is not unusual to find that
penetrationresistanceshave not increasednearly as much as
expected,and in some casesthey have even beenobservedto
decrease slightly. Over subsequent weeks and months,
however,as ageingeffects re-establishthemselves,penetration
resistancesgenerally continueto increase. A large fraction of
ageingeffects usually occur over the first 6 to 12 weeks after
treatment,andpenetrationtestsperformedsoonerthan this can
be expectedto provide conservativelybiasedresults.
In-situ vibrodensification, or compaction by means of
vibratory probes, has been employed to depths of 70m.
Difficulties in penetrating to depth through dense and/or
coarsesoils, and failure to deliver sufficient vibrational energy
as to achieve adequate densification in the face of high
overburdenstresses,can limit the efficacy of thesemethodsat
the deepestof thesedepths.
Vibrodensificationis generallyeffective in soils with lessthan
about 5% clay fines, but can be ineffective in soils with larger
fractions of clay fines. It had long been thought that the
diffficulty in vibrodensification of soils with high fines
contentswas related to the inability of water to escape,and
indeedsome improvement in densification of soils with high
fines contentshasbeenobservedwith the useof wick drainsto
assist in allowing egressof water. It is noted, however, that
the clay contents at which vibrodensification begins to be
ineffective are very similar to the clay contents at which
classic cyclically-induced liquefaction ceasesto occur (see
Figure 2). It appears likely that, as vibrodensification
essentiallyworks by liquefying and densifying the soils, the
limit of “treatable” soil types is largely coincident with the
types of soils that are “liquefiable”, and thus in need of
treatment.
Some of the vibrodensification methods also result in
installation of dense gravel columns through the treated
ground. It has been suggested that these dense gravel
columns, which have high shear moduli relative to the
surrounding (treated) soils, will attract a large share of the
shear stresses propagating through the composite treated
ground, and thus partially shield the softer surroundingsoils.
This, in turn, would producethe addedbenefit of reducinghe
cyclic shear stress ratios (CSR) to which the treated soils
would be subjectedduring an earthquake.
Estimates of the level of shear stressesborne by the dense
gravel columns are sometimes computed by estimating the
contributionsof the stiffer columns and the softer surrounding
soil, based an assumption of a simple shear mode of
deformation, and using contributory areas of the gravel
columns and the surroundiing soils and their respectiveshear
moduli. Unfortunately, for column height to diameterratios of
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greater than about three, the deformations of the gravel
columns are dominatedby flexure, rather than simple shear,
and this rendersthem much softer than the above-described
analyseswould suggest. Indeed,the gravel columnsgenerally
provide relatively little “shielding” of the surroundingsoils,
and this hypothesizedshielding effect can conservativelybe
neglected.
Dynamic consolidation(or heavy tamping) involves raising a
largemassto greatheight (with a crane),andthen droppingit,
producingboth impact and vibrational compaction. The depth
to which this can be effective is principally a function of the
weight that can be raised,and the height from which it can be
dropped. Goodresultscan usually be achievedto depthsof up
to about7 to 10m.with “conventional” equipment,and special
purpose equipment has been built to extend these depths
somewhat for individual, large projects.
Dynamic
consolidationis generally less expensive(per treatedvolume)
than vibrodensitication,but cannotreachthe samedepthsand
is progressivelylesseffective as depthincreases.Other issues,
including treatable soil types and post-treatmentverification
(including ageingeffects) are largely as discussedpreviously
for vibrodensification.
Compactionpiles provide improvementby three mechanisms;
(1) by densification due to driving installation, (2) by
increasing lateral stresses,and (3) by providing structural
reinforcing elements. This method is only rarely used,
however, due to its cost. It is generally employedin unusual
situations where other methods cannot reliably be
implemented.
Blasting can be used to achieve deep densification of
potentially liquefiable soils. This method, however, tends to
produce less uniform densification than vibrodensification,
and generally cannot reliably produce densities as high as
thosethat can be obtainedwith high energyvibrodensification
methodsthat effectively transmit high vibrational energy to
soils at depth (e.g. Vibroflotation, etc.) Blasting also raises
environmental concerns, issues regarding propagation of
vibrations acrossneighboringsites, and issuesregardingnoise
andsafety.
Compaction grouting is the last of the “in-situ ground
densification” methodslisted in Table 2, and also the first of
three “grouting” methods listed in Table 2. Compaction
grouting involves injection of very stiff (low slump) cement
grout into the ground at very high pressure,ideally forming
“bulbs” of grout and displacing the surrounding soils.
Compactiongrouting works both by densifying soils, and by
increasing in-situ effective lateral stresses. The degree of
densification that can be achieved by the monotonic (noncyclic) loading imposed by the growing grout mass is
dilationally limited, however,andrecentresearchsuggeststhat
the increased lateral stresses can relax over time. An
additional drawbackis the difficulty in verifying improvement
by means of penetration testing. Compaction grouting
performedwell at one site in SanFrancisco during the 1989
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Loma Prieta Earthquake,but the site was subjectedto only
moderatelevels of shaking (amax
- 0.2g., and a relatively short
durationof shaking). This methodremainsunprovenat higher
levels of shaking.
Permeationgrouting involves injection of a grouting agentin a
fluid form into the void spacesbetween the soil grains. A
limitation of this method is the inability of even the most
finely ground cement grouts to reliably penetrate into the
voids of soils with greaterthan about 6 to 10% fines. As this
can include silty tines, this leavesmost silty soils potentially
vulnerableto liquefaction. This is also problematic in sandy
and silty soil deposits of variable fines content, a common
situation. Chemicalgrouts are availablethat can morereliably
penetrate into finer soils, but these are increasingly
problematic with regard to environmental and regulatory
issues. Another significant drawback with permeation
grouting is the inability to know, with certainty,just wherethe
grout has actually gone. This exacerbatedby the inability to
“check” conditions after treatment, except by means of
expensiveborings, as the hardenedgrout impedespenetration
of CPT. Finally, cost is very high.
Jet grouting is an attempt to achieve grout penetration by
jetting at very high pressure from a rotating probe, as the
probe is withdrawn. Ideally, this produces a cylindrical
column of treatedsoil (or soil cement). Penetrationof the jet
varies with soil density and character,however, so that the
diameterof the treatedcolumn can be uncontrollably variable.
Coarseparticles(gravelly and coarser)can fully deflect thejet,
leaving untreated slivers in the treated column. As with
permeation grouting, post-treatment“checking” is rendered
difficult and expensiveby the hardenedtreatedcolumn. This
method is also expensive,and it is not economicalto attempt
to treat he full volume of liquefiable soil. Accordingly,
treatment of overlapping columns is employed, as described
below for deep soil mixing. Overall, jet grouting is an
uncertain process, and has largely been supplantedby the
more certainprocessof deepmixing.
Deepmixing involves the useof large augersboth to introduce
cementgrout and to mix it with the soil, producingtreatedsoil
cementcolumns. This is essentiallya brute force method,and
it has a significant advantageover both permeationand jet
grouting inasmuch as the injection and mixing process
provides reliable treatment of a known volume of soil. The
problem with deepmixing is that it is not economicalto treat
the full liquefiable soil volume. Accordingly, rows of slightly
overlappingtreated columns are used to create “walls”, and
these are arrangedin a cellular pattern (in plan), surrounding
“cells” of untreatedsoil. The soils within the cells can still
liquefy, however, especially when the “treatment ratio” (the
ratio betweentreated soil volume, and the untreatedvolume
within the cells) is low. Soils within the cells can also settle,
producing differential settlements. This can. clearly, be an
effective method, and performance was good at one site
during the recent 1995Kobe Earthquake. It is not known with
any assurance,however, exactly what treatment ratios are
requiredfor various situations, and as the cost of treatmentis
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relatively high, selectionof treatmentratios has a tremendous
impact on overall cost.
Drains are a very interesting and challenging method for
mitigation of liquefaction hazard. An important potential
drawbackof this methodis that it posesa “brittle” solution; it
is effective only if it successfullypromotes sufficiently rapid
dissipation of pore pressuresas to prevent the occurrenceof
liquefaction. If pore pressuredissipation is not sufficiently
rapid during the relatively few critical seconds of the
earthquake,however, this method does relatively little to
improve post-liquefaction performance. An additional
drawback is that, although it may prevent liquefaction, this
method only reduces(but doesnot eliminate) settlementsdue
to cyclic densification and reconsolidationafter partial cyclic
pore pressuregeneration.
A major difficulty in the use of drains is the needto assessthe
in-situ permeability of the soils to be drained. It is usually
difficult to reliably assessthe in-situ permeability of soils with
an assuredaccuracyof betterthan aboutplus and minus oneto
two ordersof magnitude,andthis type of uncertaintycan have
a tremendouseffect on the requiredspacingof drains. This is
routinely exacerbatedby the intrinsic in-situ variability in
character(e.g.: fines content,etc.) of liquefiable soil deposits.
It should also be noted that concerns regarding potential
“plugging” of drains,either by formation of an external“skin”
of transportedfines, or by infiltration of transportedfines into
soil drains, is a risk that is difficult to quantify. When drains
are installed by vibro-probes, without external filters,
significant mixing of the coarse(and ostensiblyfree draining)
drain soils and the (finer) surroundingsoils routinely occurs,
andthis greatly reducesthe drains’ ability to rapidly passlarge
volumes of water over the critical few seconds of an
earthquake.
Drains, alone, can represent a difficult and uncertain
mitigation approach.Many of the drain installation techniques
employed & provide in-situ vibrodensification, however,
and this can be a very attractive combination, As discussed
previously, in-situ vibrodensification can be an effective
mitigation method, and can be checked to verity posttreatmentconditions. When coupled with drains, the drains
can be useful in retarding the formation of “loose” zones
and/or water blisters at the interfaces between layers of
differing vertical permeabiltiy.
Surchargepre-loading (Method III(e) in Table 2) induces
increasedvertical and horizontal effective stresses. When the
surcharge is then removed, the resulting overconsolidation
leaves the soil somewhat more resistant to triggering or
initiaion of liquefaction. The degreeof increasedliquefaction
resistancethat canbe achievedis only moderate,however,and
this is not generally an effective method in regions of high
seismicity.
Structuralfills can be usedto increasethe thicknessof a nonliquefiable “crust” overlying potentially liquefiable soils (see
Figures26(c) and29). Thesecanbe further improvedby
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inclusion of horizontal layers of high-strength and ductile
reinforcing mats, to minimize differential movementsat the
edges of “blocks” of intact crust and/or structural fill (see
Figure 26(c)).
Structuralfills can also be usedto buttressfree facestowards
which lateral spreadingotherwise might occur, and this leads
naturally to the suite of methods in Group IV of Table 2.
These methods involve creating secure containment of
“edges” or free faces towards which liquefaction-induced
lateral spreadingmight otherwise occur. The key here, of
course,is to ensurethat the containmentsystemitself doesnot
fail during the earthquake. This can only prevent “large”
lateral spreadingdeformations;it usually does little to reduce
localized differential lateral and vertical movements and/or
bearingsettlements.
The next two groups of mitigation methods in Table 2 are
“structural” methods,and the first of these is the use of deep
foundations(piles or piers). Piles or piers, safely bearing at
depths below the occurrenceof liquefaction (or significant
cyclic softening due to partial liquefaction), can provide
reliable vertical supportand so canreduceor eliminatethe risk
of unacceptableliquefaction-inducedsettlements. Pile or pier
foundationsdo not, however,necessarilypreventdamagesthat
may occur as a result of differential lateral structural
displacements,so piles and/or piers must be coupled with
sufficient lateral structural connectivity at the foundationas to
safely resist unacceptabledifferential lateral displacements.
An additional concern, which prior to this past decadehad
beenroutinely neglected,is the needto ensurethat the piles or
piers themselvesare not unacceptablydamagedduring seismic
excitation. Numerous field casesof damageto piles during
earthquakes,dating back as far as the 1964 earthquakesin
Alaska andNiigata (Japan),and continuing throughthe recent
Kobe (Japan)and Chi Chi (Taiwan) Earthquakes,continueto
emphasizethe importanceof this. Significant researchefforts
over the past 15 yearshave led to the developmentof a range
of analytical methods for this problem, ranging from fully
nonlinear, time domain, fully integrated soil/pile/
superstructureinteraction analyses to considerably simpler
analyses based on separate assessmentof expected site
responseand resultantpile (or pier) loadings(Pestana,2001).
These types of methods, complemented with appropriate
conservatism,can provide a suitable basis for analysisof this
issue, and for the design and detailing of piles (or piers) and
pile/cap connections.
The secondgroup of “structural” mitigation methodsin Table
2 involve the use of reinforced shallow foundationsto resist
differential lateral and vertical displacements. Japanese
practice has increasingly employed both grade beams and
continuousreinforced foundationsfor low to moderateheight
structures, and performance of these types of systems in
earthquakeshasbeengood. The strengthand stiffness of both
grade beams and reinforced continuous foundations used in
Japanfor this purposeare higher than those often usedin U.S.
practice, however, and standards for design of these are
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lacking in the U.S., so that engineeringjudgement is required
here.
The fmal group of mitigation options in Table 2 is selfexplanatory.
BRIEF COMMENTS ON ADVANCES
OF SEISMIC SITE RESPONSE

IN ASSESSMENT

Over the past decade,the topic of site-specific seismic site
responsehas evolved from an issue of controversyto a wellaccepted principle addressedin most up to date seismic
building codes. This very rapid evolution was driven, in large
part, by the important lessonsprovided by the 1985 “Mexico
City”, 1989 Loma Prieta, 1994 Northridge and 1995
Hyogoken-Nanbu(Kobe) Earthquakes,and by the large and
unprecedentedamounts of strong motion data recordings
providedby theseimportantevents.
Spurredby this, significant advanceshave occurred in both
researchand practice. The treatmentsof site responseissues
in recent seismic code provisions in both the U.S. and Japan
representa major step forward, and similar treatments are
appearing around the world. Analytical and modelling
capabilities are also advancing rapidly. Coupled with the
strong motion data necessaryto refine and calibrate them,
these now provide powerful and increasingly accurate and
reliable tools for engineeringanalysisof seismic site response.
Understanding of seismic soil properties and response
characteristics, and understanding of seismological issues
affecting seismic site response have also advanced
considerably.
Given the length constraints, and the treatment already
afforded liquefaction-relatedissues,it will not be possible to
attempt a comprehensivetreatment of seismic site response
issueswithin this paper. Instead,commentswill be offered on
selected issues affecting engineering assessmentof seismic
site responsein earthquakeengineeringpractice.
Table 3, and Figures30 and 3 1, presenta slight modification
and updating of the empirical categorizationof sites for site
responseassessmentpurposespresentedby Seedet al. (1997).
(Modifications of the suggestedsite classificationsin Table 3
relative to the earlier publication are minor; the principal
difference is that the recommendedresponsespectral shapes
of Figure 3 1 have been re-cast to show “mean” rather than
meanplus one-halfstandarddeviationvalues.)
Table 3 presentsa recommendedsystem for classification of
sites for purposesof site responseevaluation. Similar, but
simplified, systemsare currently usedin the 1994NEHW and
1996UEX seismiccodeprovisions. This classificationsystem
is more detailed than most engineers are used to, and is
instructive in many regards.
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Table 3: Proposed Site Classification System for Seismic Site Response
Site
Class

Site
Condition

(Ao)

Ao

A

Al

GeneralDescription

Site Characteristics

Very hard rock

V,(avg.)X,OOOft/s in top 50 ft.

Competentrock with little or no soil and/or
weatheredrock veneer.

2,500 ft/s I V,(rock) I5,OOOft./s,
andHsoii+weathered
rockI 40 ft, with V, > 800 MS
(in all but the top few feet3)
For both AB, andAB2:
40ft1H. sod+weatheredrock 5 150ft, and
V, > 800 ‘it/s (in all but the top few feet3)

Soft, fracturedand/orweatheredrock.
AB

B1
B2

Cl

Stiff, very shallow soil over rock and/or
weatheredrock.
Deep,primarily cohesionlesssoils.
(HsoiiI 300 ft.)
Medium depth,stiff cohesivesoils and/ormix of
cohesionlesswith stiff cohesivesoils; no “soft
clay”.
Medium depth,stiff cohesivesoils and/ormix of
cohesionlesswith stiff cohesivesoils; thin
layer(s)of soft clay.
Very deep,primarily cohesionlesssoils.

c2

c3

c4

D

D1
El

(Q6

Deep,stiff cohesivesoils and/ormix of
cohesionlesswith still cohesivesoils; no “soft
clay”.
Soft, cohesivesoil at small to moderatelevels of
shaking.
Soft, cohesivesoil at mediumto stronglevels of
shaking.
Very deep,soft cohesivesoil.
Soft, cohesivesoil andvery strongshaking.

E2
E3

FI

(F)’
F2

Very high plasticity clays.
Highly organicand/orpeaty soils.
Sites likely to suffer groundfailure due eitherto
significant soil liquefactionor otherpotential
modesof groundinstability.

No “soft clay” (seenote 5), and
Hcohesive soil > 0.2 Hcohesionless soil
Ha,,soi,s
I 200 ft, and
V, (cohesivesoils) > 600 ft/s
(seeNote 5)
SameasB2 above,except
Oft<Hsoftclay< loft.
(seeNote 5)
Sameas Br above,except
Hsoii> 300 ft.
Hsoii> 200 ft., and
V, (cohesivesoils) > 600 ft/s
10 ft < Hsofic,ayI 90 ft, and
A max,rock 5 0.25 g
10 ft < HsoficlayI 90 ft, and
0.25 g < Amax,rock
5 0.45 g, or
(0.25 g < Amax,rock
< 0.55 g andM <7-l/4)
Hsofi+, > 90 ft (seeNote 5)
Hsoficlay> 10 ft and either:
A max,rock > 0.55 g or
A ,,,a,r& > 0.45 g and M > 7-1/4
Hclav> 30 R with PI > 75% andV, < 800 ft/s
H > 10 ft of peat and/orhighly organicsoils.
Liquefaction and/orothertypes of groundfailure
analysisrequired.

Notes:
1, H = total (vertical) depthof soils of the type or typesreferredto.
2. V, = seismicshearwave velocity (ft/s) at small shearstrains(shearstrain- lo-“%).
3. If surfacesoils are cohesionless,V, may be lessthan 800 ft/s in top 10 feet.
4. “Cohesionlesssoils” = soils with lessthan 30% “fines” by dry weight. “Cohesivesoils” = soils with more than 30% “‘fines” by
dry weight, and 15%I PI (fines) 5 90%. Soils with morethan 30% fines, andPI (tines) < 15% are considered“silty” soils herein,
andtheseshouldbe (conservatively)treatedas “cohesive” soils for site classificationpurposesin this Table.
5. “Soft Clay” is definedas cohesivesoil with: (a) Finescontent2 30%, (b) PI(fines) 2 20%, and (c) V, I 600 ft/s.
6. Site-specificgeotechnicalinvestigationsand dynamic site responseanalysesare strongly recommendedfor theseconditions.
Responsecharacteristicswithin this Class(E) of sitestendsto be morehighly variablethan for ClassesA0 throughD, andthe
responseprojectionsherein shouldbe appliedconservativelyin the absenceof (strongly recommended)site-specificstudies.
7. Site-specificgeotechnicalinvestigationsanddynamic site responseanalysesare required for theseconditions. Potentially
significant groundfailure must be mitigated,and/orit must be demonstratedthat the proposedstructure/facility canbe engineered
to satisfactorilywithstand suchgroundfailure.
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Figures 30 and 31 compliment Table 3, and provide a basis
for empirical assessmentof responsefor the site categoriesof
this table. Figure 30 presents “mean” estimates of peak
ground surface amplification, relative to competent rock
(Class A) sites. Figure 31 presentsrecommendedsimplified
elastic accelerationresponsespectra (5% damping) for the
various site classesin Table 3. Used together,Figures30 and
31 provide general estimates of the mean ground surface
acceleration and response spectral values for the
recommendedsite classes. First-order estimatesof the mean
plus one standarddeviation values can be obtainedby simply
multiplying the resulting values (both amaxand all spectral
values,S,) by about 1.3.
It should be noted that most attenuation relationships for
“rock” motions do not, in fact, represent “rock” sites, as
defined in Table 3, but are insteadbasedlargely on data from
“near rock” sites (Site Class AB in Table 3), with resultant
attenuation-based“rock”
estimates
of a,,,aX,r,,&
representing
a
condition somewhatintermediatebetweenClassesA and AB,
but generally closer to AB. Accordingly, it is recommended
that attenuation-basedpredictions of amaX+,&
(from “most”
attenuationrelationshipsdevelopedfor active seismicregions)
be reducedby 10 to 15%, then treated as approximate“rock?’
values(ClassA) in using Figure 30.
The amplification predictions of Figure 30 are intended as
“mean” values, and it is important to understandthe variance
possible as different site conditions interact with different
excitation motions. Figure 32 provides a good illustration of
this type of variability. This figure shows amplification ratios
calculated (based on fully nonlinear and “‘equivalentlinear”
site responseanalyses),as well as recorded data, for deep
cohesive sites correspondinglargely to those of Class C3 in
Table 3 (Chang et al., 1997). As shown in this figure,
variancecanbe significant.
Similarly, Figure 33 shows both calculated and recorded
response spectral shapes (5% damped) for sites largely
correspondingto Class C sites (mainly C2 and C3 sites).
Again, varianceis significant.
A major drawback of this, and any system for estimation of
likely site responsebasedon “averaging” of calculatedand/or
observedvalues for “similar” sites, is the failure to recognize
the fact that “similar” sites are not the same. Each individual
site has its own characteristics,and will interactwith incoming
strong motions in its own way. By averagingthe response
performanceof a “group” of sites (and for a suite of varying
input or incoming motions), the individual peaksin a spectral
responseare statistically leveled, reducing the individual site
responseto the “average” across the group. This can be
unconservative.
Peaks in response spectra are very important when they
interact adversely with the structure or facility under design
consideration, When the predominant period of the ground
motion occurs near, and slightly to the right of, the period
associatedwith strong resonant responseof a structure (or
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other engineeredsystem), the structure tends to “walk into”
resonant interaction with these motions as it softens and
begins to sustain damage. When the predominantperiod of
the groundmotion occursnear, but to the left of, the resonant
period of the structure,however,softeningof the structurecan
allow it to “walk away” from resonantinteraction with these
motions. The “peaks” of surface responsespectra,and their
periods, can be very important. Unfortunately, these“peaks”
are lost in any group-averagingscheme.
For most sites, a fairly good estimate of the elastic
predominant(first mode)site period can be madeas

Tp,elastic

z

4H
-

Wi. 15)

v:

Where H is the depth to strong, competentmaterial (material
with V, > 2,500 ft/s), and V,* is the equivalent overall shear
wave velocity (from the ground surfaceto this depth,H) taken
by inverting the shear wave travel time (tn) over this depth
rangeas

(Eq. 16(a))

jr; = H
t,

@q.16(b))

where hi = the thickness of each sub-stratumand V,i = the
shearwave velocity within the sub-stratum.
For sites with complex layering and strong impedance
transitions, Equations 15 and 16(a) can over-estimateTp,eiastic
and higher-order methods are required. The venerable
equivalent linear site responseanalysis program “SHAKE”,
for example, in all of its current versions, will directly
calculate Tp,eiastic
for any given horizontally layered profile.
Tp,eiastic
can also be measureddirectly using microtremor or
low level aftershockmotions.
Tp,elastic
is the small strain site period, and is not the
predominantsite period that will be operativeat higher levels
of earthquake shaking. The “softened” representative
predominant site period at stronger levels of shaking is a
complex function of interactionsbetween excitation motions
and site properties (e.g.: stratigraphy, nonlinearity of
properties,etc.). An approximateestimateof Tp can be made
as

Tp,earthquake = Tpe,astic
[( 1 + -f$=) to (1 + y)]
(Eq. 17)
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Fig. 32: Relationship for amaxor amax,roci~
for Deep Stiff
Soil Sites Basedon Available Empirical Data
from the Loma Prieta and Northridge
Earthquakes and Calculations Using Both
Equivalent Linear and Fully Nonlinear Site
ResponseMethods (Chang et al., 1997)
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Fig. 33: Calculated Normalized ResponseSpectra for
Oakland and Los Angeles Deep Stiff Sites
Compared to Current Design Spectra (Chang et
al., 1997)
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where amaxis the expectedpeak ground surface acceleration.
Larger degreesof period lengthening within this range are
associatedwith the presenceof soils that are particularly prone
to reductionsin stiffness at strong levels of shaking (e.g.: site
classesC4throughF in Table 3).
In lieu of performing site-specific site response analyses,
improvedapproximateestimatesof likely motions at a specific
si& can be made by “adding “ an expected “peaking” of
spectral responsein the vicinity of T,. Increasing spectral
response,SA(5% damped)at Tp,earthquake
by about25%, and by
about 20% at 0.95 and 1.05 Tp,edquake,
and then returning to
unmodified SA values at about 0.8 Tp,eatiquake
and 1.15
Tp,eahqUake
can provide improved representationof likely site
motions for a specific site. This can be applied either to the
types of empirical predictions presented in Table 3 and
Figures 30 and 3 1, or to spectral shapes predicted by
attenuation relationships developed based on “group
averaging” of recorded strong motion data from “similar”
sites.
Discussion of site response issues could be essentially an
endlesstask, and this section could easily becomeas long as
the treatment of soil liquefaction issues that dominatesthe
beginning of this paper. Instead, we will truncate this
discussion here and offer only the following (very brief)
observationsregardingkey site responseissuesto be resolved
over the next few years.
1. As increasinglyresponsibleseismic designpractice leads
to considerationof higher levels of motion, especially in
seismically active areas, and as “performance based
design” calls for increasingly refined predictions of
ground motions, there is a need to develop and further
refine and validate improved modelling/analytical tools
for fully nonlinear analysis of strong levels of shaking
(a,,, > 0.3g.). Higher levels of excitation are often
strongly directional in nature, and cross-couplingof the
different directions of motion calls for multi-directionally
capableanalyticaltools and soil modelingcapabilities.
2.

3.

Similarly, there is a need for improved understandingof
the interactionsbetween site responseeffects and nearfield source mechanism and directionality effects (e.g.
“pulse” and “fling”).
As near-field motions are
increasingly responsibly being addressedas a basis for
design in seismically active regions, these important
interactions involving directionally preferential and
highly nonlinear responseneed to be better understood,
and better and more reliable analytical modelling tools
needto be calibratedand veritied.
Geotechnical engineers need to better incorporate
understanding of underlying seismological factors in
assessingexpectedsite responseand ground motions for
specific project sites, In addition to near-field source
effects such as directionality and fling, basin response
effects andregional ‘“deep”structuraleffects areroutinely
poorly addressedin contemporarypractice.
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4.

In addition to improvementof fully nonlinear modelling
of multi-directional ground excitation, other areas in
which progressis neededwith respectto soil modelling
include: (a) the need for better understanding and
treatment of rate effects on the dynamic response
characteristics of cohesive soils, and (b) improved
understandingof the ramifications of the effects of soil
softening and liquefaction (and also cyclic dilational “restiffening” of liquefiable soil types) on site response.

5.

Variability of response of sites correspondingto site
ClassesAB, and AB2 can be very high under strong
levels of excitation. These can sometimesamplify very
strong levels of excitation, and can produce very high
levels of resultant surface motions in the near-field.
Many current analytical models, and most current
practice, do not yet adequatelyaddressthis potentially
dangerouscondition which can arise at “Class AB” sites
where a strong impedancecontrastat the baseof the soil
or weathered rock zone can lead to entrapment of
relatively high frequency energy and resultant resonant
response.

6.

Finally, improved treatment of soil-structure interaction,
at high levels of excitation (and thus incorporating
significant nonlinearity) is needed. A specialsub-sethere
is the need for improved tools for both advanced(e.g.:
finite element and/or finite difference) and “simplified”
analysis and design treatment of seismic soil/pile/
superstructureinteractionandperformance.

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

There have been major advances in both seismic soil
liquefaction engineering and in engineering assessmentof
seismic site responseover the past decade. These advances
have been spurred in no small part by lessons and data
provided by earthquakesthat have occurred since 1984. The
advancesachievedhave, importantly, affectedpractice as well
as research. Engineeringtreatmentof site responseissueshas
improved considerably,and soil liquefaction engineeringhas
now grown into a semi-maturefield in its own right.
As important and hearteningas the recent advancesin these
two fields are, however, more needsto be done. Engineering
treatmentof seismic site responseanalysis needsto be better
integrated with ongoing seismological advances, and
improvedtreatmentsof (a) site responseat very high levels of
excitation (amax2 0.4g.), (b) interactions of site effects with
near-field effects (e.g.: “pulse” and “fling”), and (c) soilstructure interaction at high levels of excitation are needed.
As engineersare increasinglyaskedto addresshigher levels of
excitation, and as “performance-baseddesign” begins to
require increasingly detailed characterizationof motions, the
need for further advanceswill only increase. Fortunately,
analytical methods are currently developing rapidly, and a
wealth of recordeddata from the recent Turkey and Taiwan
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earthquakes,including some very important near-field strong
motion recordings,offer significant promisehere.
Similarly, recent seismic eventsprovide both lessonsand new
questionsin the area of soil liquefaction engineering. Major
recent,and ongoing, advancesare significantly improving our
ability to predict the probability of “triggering” or initiation of
soil liquefaction, but major gaps continue to persist with
regardto our ability to accuratelyand reliable assessthe likely
consequencesof liquefaction. This is particularly true for
situations in which structural and/or site displacementsand
deformationsare likely to be “small to moderate” (I 0.7m.).
Improved analytical and design tools, and improved
understandingof what constitutes “acceptable” performance,
areurgently neededhere.
The rapid rate of progress in both fields (site response
assessmentand liquefaction engineering)can be confidently
expectedto continue in the years ahead. Significant research
efforts are currently underway to addressall of these urgent
needs. Over the next 3 to 5 years,engineerscan expectto see
the results of these efforts begin to make their way into
practice.
In summary, the past decade has seen a laudable rate of
improvements in practice, and more of the same can be
expectedwith confidenceover the next 3 to 5 years.
DEDICATION

We wish to dedicatethis paperto ProfessorW. D. Liam Finn
on this, the occasionof his “retirement”, and in recognition of
a lifetime spent pushing forward the frontiers of knowledge.
On behalf of a professionthat has learnedso much as a result
of his ebullient curiosity and keen intellect, we are deeply
grateful,
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